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INTRODUCTION

Discovery of an Island, Moscow, RU, 2010
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TSPA MISSION: MAKING CITIES

TSPA (Thomas Stellmach Planning & Architecture) is a plan-

All our projects share a set of key values for holistic sustain-

ning consulting firm based in Berlin, Germany. Emerged

able development: coexistence and inclusion, economically

from Uberbau Architecture & Urbanism in 2014, we have an

sound development and environmentally-friendly design.

extensive portfolio of projects reflecting our experience in
strategic planning, urban development and design. Our in-

TSPA operates in five world regions: CIS, MENA, Sub-Saharan

house team is comprised of young, talented urban planners,

Africa, South-East Asia and Europe. Additionally, Thomas

architects, geographers, GIS experts and urban management

Stellmach is a consultant with UN-Habitat in Nairobi and

experts.

cooperates closely with the Urban Planning and Design
LAB, which was created by the UN-Habitat as a response

We are urbanists at the heart. We thrive on working in dif-

to a growing local governments‘ demand for assistance in

ferent global contexts and scales, with projects ranging from

sustainable urban planning. Resiliency, climate change ad-

regional development to neighbourhood transformation

aptation, capacity building have a high priority in our work,

across Europe, Asia and Africa. Our global experience has

which is guided by the objective to implement Sustainable

informed and tested our expertise, giving us a holistic and

Development Goal 11.

complex understanding of what it takes to implement successful projects.

“Creating flexible designs based on rational and
collaborative decision-making delivers solutions
that withstand the test of time.”

Our public sector clients comprise national and regional
planning boards, as well as municipalities in demand of
regional and metropolitan strategies, spatial plans and visions as well as city extension and transformation projects.
Our private sector clients represent development corporations who require planning services or expert consultation

Our work centres on the strategic planning phase. Our plan-

for urban design and analysis for the regeneration of for-

ning and design decisions are based on a thorough analysis

mer industrial areas, as well as urban infill, brownfield and

of the existing conditions and context. This analysis goes

greenfield projects including feasibility and project impact

beyond the spatial and includes comprehensive economic,

studies.

social, environmental and regulatory assessment.
TSPA’s mentality is firmly grounded on feasible possibilities
We take what we call a structured creativity approach, draw-

and the expertise to do things better.1 We do hold a par-

ing on our team’s capacity for inspired creativity, and cou-

ticular stance on urban development that stands out from

pling that to empirical analysis and proven best practices.

the rest: that good design and cost-effectiveness are not

This marriage between rationale and free inspiration means

competing, but complementary objectives.

we deliver solutions that are at once innovative and pioneering, yet comprehensively thought out and feasible.

We have witnessed time and again that the initial expenditures our clients invest in sound strategic planning, pro-

Teamwork, cooperation and capacity-building form the core

fessional analysis and solution options lend to making

of our decision and design process. We love to learn from

informed decisions—decisions that minimise risk and loss

our clientele and to share our experience with them: We

of investment and ultimately result in impressive outcomes

keep a channel of dialogue open by holding frequent check-

and cost-savings in the long run.

in meetings with clients, which ensures visions and targets
are continually being met.

1 We are unapologetic about dismissing utopian, idealistic ‘heal the world’ notions.
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Street Life idea sketches, Berlin 2011
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APPROACH

coexistence
We consider it our social responsibility to design environments that enable people
of all lifestyles and income classes to pursue the life they envision for themselves,
while offering spaces for meeting and gathering which benefit us all; spaces of
common ground which encourage inclusion and are truly public. This translates
into projects that consider the connection between people and communities, as
well as the built environment. We call this the principle of coexistence.

sound development
We know municipal budgets are limited and clients need to make the most of
their investments. Project costing and profitability assessment are integral parts
of our design development approach, and we take them into serious consideration from the get-go. Time and again, our experience has proven that extensive
initial forethought lends to better decision-making in a project, which significantly
reduces the threats that potentially raise costs and hinder implementation during
later phases.

Good design and cost-effectiveness are not competing, but complementary objectives.
Our work process starts with a baseline fiscal assessment for the project. Next,
we take a close look at the economic impacts of the project: relative costs that
affect local business, people and the environment. Then, in the design development phase, we deliver strategic planning options and design proposals with the
relevant numbers crunched to demonstrate their fiscal performance. The same
rigorous economic principles apply to our own internal work and accounting
processes.
Sound development means we deliver strategies that fuel local and regional
economic development, create jobs and contribute to our clients’ return on
investment.

sustainable design
We recognize that the term ‘sustainability’ has become ubiquitous in our field;
so we do not use this word loosely. We are dedicated to finding solutions for
form and function that live up to our value for ‘coexistence’ with the natural environment, too. Our commitment to sustainable design means planning with extended longevity in mind—from a financial, social and ecological standpoint. This
holistic perspective includes people, economy, infrastructure, energy, risk, ecology, biodiversity and salient current issues around climate impact and resource
management.
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Our leading work in planning and design draws on best practices such as multi-functionality and
flexibility of spaces, mixed-use programming, walkable street patterns and adequate density—approaches that we believe drive good city-making.
Our goal is to deliver sustainable design solutions combining well-tested planning tradition with
the latest innovations that reflect our clients’ identity as stewards of green growth, CO2 reduction
and resilience towards climate change.

structured creativity
Our aim is to create innovative yet functional design solutions. We are neither interested in cookie
cutter solutions nor in operating as a black box producing accidental designs. This requires the
seemingly conflicting combination of creativity and rationality. The TSPA process thus includes
phases of imagination and brainstorming, which harnesses the full creative
power of our team. In this phase, the
team is allowed to temporarily set
aside the restrictions of the project
context. This leads to a wealth of design options, including surprising and
outside-the-box solutions. In a second
step, these options are submitted to
critical rational judgement, assessing
which of these can provide a feasible
way forward within the confines of
the project requirements. We call this
structured creativity. This marriage
between rationale and free inspiration
means we deliver solutions that are at
once novel, innovative and pioneering,
yet comprehensively thought-out and
readily feasible.
These solutions are validated by a diverse network of professionals at the
top of their field whom we coordinate
with regularly. Partnering with this
expert community, we can provide
specific expertise as needed in each
individual case leading to nuanced
solutions, ensuring that our deliverables meet our clients’ most stringent

Network City Ruhr public participation process, Castrop-Rauxel, DE 2013

expectations. We always combine our global perspective with local knowledge by partnering with
planners who are intimately familiar with the local context. In the context of the developing world
this also ensures that we contribute to building up local planning capacity.

collaboration
We see the client as a partner, and keeping a channel of dialogue open throughout the project
duration ensures that the deliveries are well thought-out and meet all expectations. Frequent
communication with our clients is a key element to that. The way we pride ourselves on maintaining positive rapport with our clients and professional partners also applies to our local stakeholders. TSPA embraces the rich insight that is gained through community engagement, which helps
to identify well in advance any challenges and risks that might otherwise be overlooked. Local
involvement also presents meaningful opportunities to gain buy-in. Our aim is to foster genuine engagement for all parties involved by facilitating a space for open discourse and effective
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negotiation. Cooperation with the public sector, nonprofits, investors and the community ensures
greater consensus and buy-in that paves the path towards successful project outcomes.
Our expressed value in collaboration is readily seen in the way we effectively work with stakeholders to promote participation, uphold inclusion, maintain transparency and, last but not least,
conduct assessment regarding the planning outcomes and stakeholders’ overall experience in
the process.

thinking ahead
The rapid urban growth of cities in developing economies as well as the transformation of urban life in post-industrial societies demands that we plan with foresight and flexibility in mind.
Foresight matters because we know the scale of urban challenges cannot be answered within a
five or ten year timeframe but rather
with robust plans that look ahead 20
or 30 years. Flexibility matters because
the future simply cannot be predicted;
building in flexibility to our plans and
designs is one of the key reasons they
can hold up to change in the long run.
We make plans with a grand and clear
vision, which can strategically adapt to
changing circumstances while maintaining purpose and direction.
Our approach achieves this by including into our design the appropriate instruments according to each planning
challenge, including:
»

vision - a clear image of what
the project aims to achieve, to
motivate and build consensus;

»

strategy - the path of actions and
decisions to achieve implementation and development of the
design;

»

agenda - an action list and roadmap for key projects;

»

policies - a framework of rules
that facilitate decision-making and
further development.

The smart combination of these elements is what we call thinking ahead to achieve practical
results that endure the ever-changing urban environment.

practical results
It’s clear that results matter. We are not interested in providing generic and predictable products,
but see each project as a unique challenge that demands thorough investigation and specific,
customized answers. This attention to detail is the basis for delivering excellent, practical results.
Our projects are a complete package that not only include the design, but also the narrative to
support it, with historical and cultural context behind them and coupled with visionary concepts
ahead of them, plus the viable strategy to bring them to implementation.
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Result of a workshop and design charette in Nyagatare, Rwanda 2014
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PROCESS

Here we would like to guide you

set the target indicators for the project,

through the essential step-by-step

be it built surface, timeframes or green

project phases we undertake:

or social targets. Rationality serves as

1. kick-off:
what is the ambition?

our compass. We work especially close
with our clients in this step.

ject is not only about getting to know

4. drafting and testing:
these are the Options.

the facts and the site, but also to get to

This is the first ‘structured creativity’

know each other and understand the

phase, where we combine inspiration

ambitions of the project. At kick-off,

and design ideas (brainstorm) and

our objective is to listen to you, and

evaluate them against the target crite-

to understand your expectations and

ria that have been set. A period of cre-

vision.

ativity follows in which we break out of

2. digging in:
what are the facts?

traditional constructs. We emerge with

The first meeting at the start of a pro-

Next, we establish a solid project profile by gathering pertinent information
about the existing conditions, previous
plans and ongoing projects in and near
the planning area, as well as set of

free concepts that we bring back to the
reasoning table. A selection of the best
results of this phase will be developed
in design options and development
scenarios, which will be presented to
our client.

and social data. We review, filter and

5. charrette:
making decisions together.

interpret this dataset, and critically un-

At key moments it is most efficient to

derstand it. The output of this phase is

bring everyone together and decide on

a catalog of the planning area in the

critical issues in a roundtable session;

form of a set of maps which provide

the presentation of the development

a fresh/new/accessible ‘mixed-scan-

scenarios and the decision which way

ning’ view on the situation. This phase

to take forward is such a moment. The

also includes a review of compatible

direction of the project and further

best practices from around the world

design development will be set here.

as well as a review of similar projects

These regular meetings provide us with

which set precedence and serve as

checkpoints for evaluation and feed-

good reference.

back from you and assure you that the

3. setting the targets:
this is the framework.

project is on the right track.

base spatial, economic, environmental

If specific objectives have not yet been

6. structured creativity:
developing the design.

defined, the critical analysis we provide

This is the main design development

plus our client’s ambition allow us to

phase. The selected scenario will be
13

CLIENT

AMBITION & GOALS

TSPA

FACTUAL ANALYSIS

EXPERT NETWORK

COMMUNITY & STAKEHOLDERS

TSPA process
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EVALUATION & REVIEW

TARGETS & VISION

...EVALUATION & REVIEW

DESIGN OPTIONS
& DEVELOPMENT SCENARIOS

CONCE

REVIEW & INPUT
ON FINANCING, TRANSPORT, ...

...REVIEW & INPUT

PARITICAPTORY INPUT

...PARTICIPATORY INPUT

EPTUAL DESIGN

scale. The cross-disciplinary expertise

The result of this process is a com-

of our team contributes to this critical

prehensive package that is thought-

assessment, especially when incorpo-

through and tested – what we call

rating environmental, social and eco-

practical results. Our clients will re-

nomic factors into design decisions.

ceive solutions and designs that are

7. feedback loop:
relentless refinement.

embedded in a clear narrative and in-

Here, we investigate the interrelation of

FINAL DESIGN

...REVIEW & INPUT

the project with the larger and smaller

8. complete package:
outputs that are ready to
use.

developed further by our design team.

EVALUATION & REVIEW

We know our limits; if we cannot do

clude a coherent strategy and defined
next steps towards implementation.

To make sure your project gets the

9. Participation and 			
capacity-building: 			
encouraging buy-in.

greatest expertise, we ask for feedback

If the process calls for it, we engage

and input from our network to refine

in community participation. We gather

the project. If something doesn’t work,

perspective and input from the people

we change it. We have no reservations

who know best the situation best and

about killing our darlings. If desired,

share and leave knowledge behind.

something, we have the right people
to support us: our network partners.

further communication and fine-tuning is done with our client.
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Nizhny Novgorod (RU)

Amsterdam (NL)
Ruhr area (DE) Berlin (DE)
Rotterdam (NL)
TSPA
Düsseldorf (DE)

Naberezhnye Chelny (RU)
Astana (KZ)
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Paris (FR) Chemnitz (DE)

Baghdad (IQ)
Aleppo (SY)

Ningbo (CN)
Beijing (CN)
Angeles (PH)
Ormoc (PH)

Bangalore (IN)

Nairobi &
secondary cities (KE)

Kigali & secondary
cities (RW)
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Gurue (MZ)

Yogyakarta (IND)

Silay, Iloilo (PH)
Legazpi (PH)
Tagum (PH)
Cagayan de Oro (PH)

Semarang (IND)

Wonosobo (IND)
Alto Molocue (MZ)
Nacala (MZ)
Nampula (MZ)

Cape town (ZA)

TSPA projects

global reach
TSPA is active in four world regions: CIS, MENA, Western Europe and Sub-Saharan
Africa.
Additionally, Thomas Stellmach is a consultant with UN-Habitat based in Nairobi
and cooperates closely with the urban planning lab of UN-Habitat.
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SERVICES

At TSPA, we have taken on projects that range in scale from region-wide development strategies to neighbourhood regeneration projects. We have worked with municipalities, regional and national planning institutions, development corporations,
nongovernmental organizations, community-based organizations and private developers. On the side, we commit ourselves
to the continued academic development of our field through research, publication and teaching.

Public Sector

Private Sector

Our clients in the public sector comprise national and re-

Within the private sector, our clients represent development

gional planning boards as well as municipalities. TSPA’s

corporations requiring planning services or expert consulta-

Regional Development, Visioning and Strategy services in-

tion for urban design and analysis for:

clude planning for:

» greenfield and brownfield developments;

» development corridors and urban agglomerations;

» creation of neighborhoods;

» integrated landscape and city development;

» development strategies;

» productive agriculture and service-oriented job creation

» master planning;

strategies;
» and transport-oriented urban development.

» transformation (i.e. Conversion / Regeneration) of former
industrial areas;
» densification and upgrading of neighborhoods;

At the city-wide scale, we have developed Metropolitan
Strategies and Spatial Plans for:
» city extensions or transformation;
» review of land use and territorial development
regulations;
» preparation of competitions and planning documents;
» upgrade waterfronts or repurposing former industrial
areas;
» and upgrade monofunctional residential neighborhoods
that have suffered urban blight.

» socio-cultural programming concept development to
activate neighborhoods, including communication
strategies;
» urban design (in particular regarding the interface
between architecture and public space to create human
environments, such as urban acupuncture, to transform
neighborhoods with specific catalytic projects);
» and community design.
We also perform feasibility and project impact studies in
the above listed fields. Additionally, TSPA has partnered with
CBOs (community based organisations) and NGOs, as well as
the academic sector, for various research and cooperation
programs, and we are often sought out to partner on teaching and capacity-building programs and workshops.
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TSPA range of services
Regional Development
» Regional Development Strategy
» Visioning
Metropolitan Strategies
» City Development Strategy
» City-Wide Planning
» Metropolitan Scale Strategy
» Integrated Strategic Development
City & Landscape Planning
» City Extension Plan
» Urban Transformation
» Densification
» Urban Agriculture
» Urban Transformation, Conversion of
industrial areas
» Waterfront Development
Urban & Neighbourhood Design
» Neighbourhood Planning
» Urban Design
» Architecture Concepts
» Urban Acupuncture
Analysis, Research & Capacity Building
» Feasibility Studies
» Project Impact Studies
» Academic Work
» Research Projects
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NETWORK
PLACEMAKING
ECONOMY &
FINANCE

ARCHITECTURE
& DESIGN

INSTITUTE FOR URBAN
ECONOMICS
TATJANA POLIDI, MOSCOW

URBAN CATALYST
BERLIN
MARS
ARCHITEKTEN
BERLIN

HAMBALT
MIKE BRISTOW, LONDON

COMPUTATIONAL
DESIGN & AI

DECODING SPACES
BAUHAUS-UNIVERSITY
WEIMAR (DE)
MIC MILANO
MILAN (IT)

BURO HAPPOLD
SEBASTIAN SEELIG
BERLIN/LONDON

CITIES &
HEALTH

UN-HABITAT
URBAN PLANNING AND
DESIGN LAB

ARCADIS
AMSTERDAM

TSPA
BERLIN

GOUDAPPEL COFFENG
HENK TROMP
DEVENTER (NL)

CLIMATE CHANGE &
ENERGY

ISOCARP
INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY
FOR CITY AND REGIONAL
PLANNERS

BURO HAPPOLD
SEBASTIAN SEELIG
BERLIN
BÉRIM
PANTIN (FR)

UN-HABITAT
LAND AND
LEGISLATION BRANCH,
NAIROBI

TOPOTEK 1
MARTIN REIN-CANO,
BERLIN
ZEBRALOG
BERLIN
PLAY THE CITY
EKIM TAN,
AMSTERDAM

LEGISLATION &
GOVERNANCE

PARTICIPATION &
PROCESS

FELIXX
ROTTERDAM
FABULISM
BERLIN
BUREAU B+B
AMSTERDAM

LANDSCAPE &
ECOLOGY

expert community
In addition to having a stellar in-house staff, we count on our network of partners
who are experts in the various disciplines and areas affiliated with our work. Our
close professional ties with a wide spectrum of specialists allows us to draw on
a profound body of knowledge. Our partnership and involvement with the public
sector and NGOs grants us access to key advisors who contribute to how we develop outstanding solutions based on the latest best practices.
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Clients
Governments
» City of Berlin
-Berlin Senate for Environment, Transport, and
Climate.
-Berlin Senate for Urban Development and
Housing
» Municipality of Düsseldorf (Landeshauptstadt
Düsseldorf)
» Municipality of Chemnitz
» Ministry of Land, Environment and Rural
Development, Mozambique
» Ministry of Municipal and Rural Affairs (MOMRA)
Saudi Arabia
» Ministry of Public Works and Housing, Indonesia

Private
» Berlin 2020 Gmbh
» CANactions Kiev
» GIZ
» Goethe Institute
» Robert Bosch
» UCB Blaue Insel eG

International Organisations
» Cities Alliance
» French Development Agency (Agence française
de développement, AFD
» UN - Habitat
» UN-Habitat Regional Office for Asia and the
Pacific (ROAP)

Educational Institutions
» Berlange Institut
» TU Berlin
» TU Berlin Campus ElGouna
» TU Delft
» University of Stuttgart
» University of Applied Sciences in Augsburg, DE.
» Van Alen Instute
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TSPA team 2020
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DIRECTOR

Thomas Stellmach
Dipl. Ing. Architect, Urbanist
Founder of TSPA
Registered Architect AK Berlin, Germany
Nationality: German
Languages: German, English, Spanish, French, Dutch

Thomas Stellmach is founder and director of TSPA (Thomas

plan for Astana’s Expo 2017 and city transformation projects

Stellmach Planning and Architecture) in Berlin. Born in

in Baghdad and Moscow, as well as a spatial concept for

Freiburg, Germany, he studied Architecture at TU Berlin and

Paris’ precarious banlieue districts and the competition-

UPC Barcelona, graduating in 2003. His focus of interest is

winning concept for Berlin’s central library and adjacent

strategic urban planning in a transforming world.

neighbourhood. In 2016 the construction of the new urban
centre of Naberezhny Chelny in Russia will be started, which

Since 2001 Thomas teaches and researches sustainable

was designed by TSPA in 2015.

urban planning in an international context. He taught as
assistant professor for urban planning at the renowned

He is consultant for UN-Habitat supporting the programme

Berlage Institute and as guest professor at the University for

for achieving sustainable urban development and coordi-

Science and Arts in Aleppo, Syria. He conducted design stu-

nating city extension and infill projects in the Philippines,

dios and lectured at institutions such as Tsinghua University

Rwanda and Mozambique. To support good planning in

in Beijing, Technische Universität Berlin, Academie voor

emerging nations he is currently developing a planning

Bouwkunst in Rotterdam, Strelka Institute in Moscow and

methodology for sustainable urban development with UN-

UPC in Barcelona. He was recently invited to talked about

Habitat and working on a publication on global best practic-

TSPA’s work in Amsterdam, Baghdad, Beirut, Moscow, London,

es for city transformation and extension. He is a sought-after

Bonn, Izhevsk and Yakutsk.

facilitator for rapid planning workshops and has recently
trained planning professionals and city leaders in Kenya,

In his career Thomas conceived Europe’s then-largest urban

Malaysia, Philippines and Rwanda.

extension project, “project a101” in Russia and supervised
London’s 110 ha Barking Riverside neighbourhood develop-

Thomas has previously advised the Aga Khan Foundation

ment for maxwan a+u in Rotterdam. In 2009, he won the

and the German Development Service GIZ in matters of best

competition for young architects Europan 10 with an urban

practice in urban development and spatial planning. He con-

plan for the city of Heidelberg in Germany. In the same year

ceived an urban vision and strategic development plan for

he founded Uberbau planning and architecture together with

the 2.6 million people of Aleppo, Syria for GIZ and the Cities

Ali Saad; TSPA (Thomas Stellmach Planning and Architecture)

Alliance.

emerged from that partnership in 2014.
Thomas is editor-in-chief of the online architecture magaRecent examples of his work are a strategic plan for the 8

zine dysturb.net and member of the international organisa-

million people of Germany’s challenged Ruhr region, the

tion of planning professionals isocarp.
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VALUES AND PRINCIPLES

VALUES -> PRICIPLES

HOW DO WE INTERACT, HOW DO WE WORK?

SHARE KNOWLEDGE

BE RATIONAL & PRECISE

FIND YOUR PASSION

Social & environmental
responsibility, awareness,
reﬂection

GO WHERE IT HURTST

TAKE CONSCIOUS ACTION

Loyality, trust, empathy, socially inclusive,
intergrity, love, responsibility, commitment,
honesty

ASSUME
‘’RESPONSIBILITIES’

KEEP LEARNING,
KEEP AN OPEN
MIND, ASK AND LISTEN

STRIVE FOR EXCELLENCE

INNOVATE, IMPROVE,
EXPERIMENT

RECOGNITION - EXCELLENCE CREATIVITY AS PART OF TRANSFORMATION SIGNIFICANCE - SATISFACTION BE COOL - TO FEEL
APPRECIATED - REWARD
EVOLUTION

$$$
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MAKE A BETTER WORLD
(AND A BETTER TEAM)

OPEN-MINDED
INTERDISCIPL

N
Innovation, learning, experiment,
curiosity, building knowledge,
knowledge broading, challenge
yourself, interest, creativity, research

THINK OF ‘’US’’
INSTEAD OF ‘’I’’

LOVE EACH OTHER

TRUST IN EACH OTHER &
BE RADICALLY HONEST

COMMUNITY - ‘’FAMILY’’ COOPERATION COMMINTMENTGROUP BELONGING COOPERATION

Positive thinking, humour,
space for craziness, freedom,

BE CRAZY AND HAVE FUN

GENDER EQUITY DIVERSITY

S’’
HAVE & RESOLVE
CONFLICTS

DNESS LINARITY
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REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT &
METROPOLITAN STRATEGIES

Network City Metropole RuhR

Development strategy for the 52 municipalities and 8 million citizens of Germany’s principal postindustrial region
Team

Thomas Stellmach, Ali Saad, Javier

1. The Time-City allows for an optimized everyday life of each

Reboreda, Dorothea Kopp, Alena

individual: it guarantees accessibility, shorter ways, mini-

Hrabetova, Victoriya Miteva for Uberbau

mized trip-lengths and arranges regional and local freight

Collaborators

bgmr (landscape), Initial Design (mobility)

transport.

Consultants

Dr. Weert Canzler, Dr. Fritz Reussig, Prof.

2. The Field-City structures the handling of big agricultural

Brigitte Scholz, Michael Kuchenbecker

areas and the urban carryovers of the Ruhr-Metropolis:

Date

2013-14

area-reserves of the metropolis will be farmed in a tactical

Type

Collaborative Consultation

way and value will be added to the areas.

Client

Regional Association Metropole Ruhr

3. The Sponge-City describes a productive use of the water

(RVR)

resources: water resources will not only be drained off, but

Location

North Rhine-Westfalia, Germany

used in a productive way for the structuring of the Ruhr-

Theme

Shared Knowledge, Digital Urbanism

Metropolis in connection to climate change. The Economy of

Surface

4500 km

Sharing links the theme-cities.

Status

Completed

2

The 54th city mediates between municipalities, businesses
and individuals. The approach of sharing does not renounce
consumption, but takes into account changes in lifestyles

Our vision for the Ruhr-Metropolis the Network City is based

and different approaches to life.

on the existing. It focuses on cooperation, communication

36 tools will be defined for working in the theme-cities. They

and co-production. Social, economical and ecological values

are characterized by decisive goals, references to the exist-

will be added, which will manifest in space and serve all

ing scalability, the ability to be multiplied and potential for

stakeholders in the Ruhr Area.

integration. The connection and interlinking of the single

The Network City defines three theme-cities as a guiding

tools serve as a base for planning and steering of a process-

concept for future actions in regional planning:

oriented urban development.

Focus Time-City – mobility networks and supply network in Herne
28

Value-added chain of Network-City

Regional concept Field-City activation of urban brownfields, regional agriculture

Regional concept Sponge-City – water bodies

Focus Field-City – green cluster former area of Opel in Bochum

Focus Sponge-City – life with water in Dinslaken
29

Regional concept Network-City Ruhr. Time-City in pink and black – circular train and supply axes. Water-City in blue, Field-City is marled in green
30
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Paris Periphery North East — Territoire est de la Seine Saint-Denis
Urban vision for five of the most precarious communes in the Parisian agglomeration
Team

Ali Saad, Thomas Stellmach for Uberbau

Most of the riots in the periphery of Paris in 2005 took a place

Collaborators

LIN Finn Geipel + Giulia Andi

in the north-eastern suburbs. The study area is a patchwork

Consultants

Transsolar, Initial Design, Joseph Hanimann,

of different fragmented urban areas without any sense of co-

Kaye Geipel, Systematica, University of

hesion. Disconnected urban fabric, monofunctional use, huge

Oldenburg, Tetra, Mueller Illien

industrial areas, large housing blocks, and space demanding

Date

Phase I: 2009-10

family homes characterise the area. How can a new form of

Type

Commission

urban life be developed in this area?

Client

French Government (Secrétariat d’Etat

The project calls for a better connection of the urban fragments

Mission Région Capitale)

in the area and their integration into the bigger spatial system

Location

Aulnay-sous-Bois, Sevran, Livry-Gargan,

of Greater Paris. The diversity of the proposed transformations

Clichy-sous-Bois, Montfermeil, France

will not only improve the image but primarily will work on the

Theme

Implementation Strategies, Cites for

physical conditions of the area.

Surface

4028 ha

Status

Completed

Everyone

0

1

2

5
km

Mapping of the exisiting spatial conditions in the North-East of Paris
32

Densification en limite de forêt,
Clichy-Montfermeil

Sur le Plateau, la ville semble aujourd’hui tourner le dos à la
Forêt de Bondy, dont les limites brouillées (stationnement
public, strates pavillonnaires) atténuent la présence. La
proposition d’implanter la gare de métro automatique en
lisière de forêt (en configuration de métro aérien) est destinée à renverser cette situation. À l’image du bâtiment de la
GSW (Berlin), la transformation des structures existantes y
offre des opportunités de densification et de diversification Transformation des surfaces /
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New networks and focus project areas

Siège de GSW, Berlin

Densification and urban catalysts along the new public transport infrastructure
Potentiel géothermique

Serre pour immeuble collectif, Göteborg
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Desserte de l'arc paysager par le métro automatique

Métro, Beatrixkwartier, La Haye

Micro-hub/ repère actif
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Station d'échange introvertie, faible relation avec la surface

Station d'échange extravertie, relation directe

misation du système de bus existant
ions et des parcours, fréquences,
ise en place de systèmes de microde hubs locaux, adossés aux points de
ritoire, est destinée à favoriser la
ralités au sein des tissus les plus
o-hub ont une fonction active de
ilités et de point de convergence des
roximité.

des repères ouverts à même de stimuler l’expérience quotidienne de ces quartiers.

Microcentralité, écostation

Convinience stores et surfaces desservies par la micromobilité, Taïpei

sanitaires sanitaires
accueil

accueil
accueil

informatique

informatique

salle de réunion

salle de réunion

cabinet médical

informatique

cabinet médical
salle de danse

salle de réunion

salle de danse
café / restaurant

salle de réunion

microcentralités

Idea store, Crisp street, Londres, programme

café / restaurant

Idea store, Crisp street, Londres, programme
Silo à vélo souterrain, Japon

44

média et lecture

informatique

café / restaurant
Multifunctional neighbourhood centres

accueil

média et lecture

média et lecture

à scooter

Tracés alternatifs du T4

aide aux enfants
aide aux enfants

média et lecture

à vélo

55

administration
administration

sanitaires
sanitaires
Silo à vélo souterrain, Japon

55

55 55

Microcentralité, écostation

administration
administration

surfaces desservies

À Clichy-Montfermeil, les impératifs du débranchement du
tram (T4), prévu à l’horizon 2015, et la proposition d’implanrue
station de
ter
la gare de
métro automatique
en lisière de forêt génèrent
multifonctionnelle
répartition
entre
un
les intervalle
logementsd’environ 150m pour la future interconnexion
37 la double boucle
extensionl’interconde
surface
avec
– à titre de comparaison,
l'existant
réactivée
nexion Chatelet/Les Halles, à Paris, représente près de
500m. Le modèle nouveau d’un hub ouvert y est proposé, où
la multitude de nouveaux services (terminal vélo, bornes de
véhicules électriques à la demande, centrale de covoiturage,
etc) contribuent à y faire émerger un espace de transition
actif pour le territoire.

55

55

ces desservies par la micromobilité, Taïpei

Macro-hub

Dispersion et insémination du territoire par les commerces

Idea store, Whitechappel, Londres, programme

terrasse café / restaurant

Idea store, Whitechappel, Londres, programme

terrasse

Introduction of new programme
Montfermeil, Franceville

58

57

à pied

à vélo

à scooter

microcentralités

Systèmes de micromobilité, surfaces desservies

High density centre at transport node
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Aleppo Diverse — Open City

Spatial vision for the city development strategy (CDS) of alleppo including the assessment of the existing
masterplan
Team

Thomas Stellmach, Ali Saad

This urban strategy for Aleppo in Syria sketches out an urban

Consultants

Prof. Martin Schirmer, various working

vision that reflects the city‚ its skills, people, mechanisms

groups of the City of Aleppo

and potentials, and outlines a conceptual urban framework

Date

2009-2010

in which they can flourish and evolve.

Type

Commission

In contrast to the existing masterplan and a dominant cul-

Client

Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale

ture of over-regulation that prove to be useless given the

Zusammenarbeit GIZ

overwhelming informality of Aleppo’s urban development

Location

Aleppo, Syria

– it proposes a strategy that accepts the existing forces of

Subject

Shared Knowledge

the city. Instead of working against them, it instrumentalises

Surface

463 km

these productive urban mechanisms to secure future quali-

Status

Completed

ties and steer urban development.

2

Through principles of flat administrative hierarchies, participation, phasing, space reservation, layered decentralization, integrated mobility, and the introduction of strong
public spaces of various scales, it proposes to reorganize
the city based on its existing structure and socio-economic
potentials. It enables and supports the city’s opportunities
for future transformations and growth. Far from proposing a
final state of development, it represents a tool for political
debate on the direction Aleppo’s future development should
take.

View from Citadel, 2009
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Projection of masterplan on existing city
34

Existing structure

Space reservation and phasing

Aleppo 2025

Multifunctional open spaces

Accessible centres and diverse neighbourhoods

Integrated macro- and micro-mobility
35
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Berlin-BrandeNburg 2070 — Landscape of differences

awawrded Competition entry for strategical vision for BERLIN-Brandenburg region development
Team

Thomas Stellmach, Aurelija Matulevičiūtė,

some of the challenges we are facing nowadays will go far

Isabell Enssle, Filippo Imberti, Anke

beyond the next 50 years. We are certain that the climate is

Parson, Alessandra Sammartino.

changing, as well as we know that Brandenburg will become

Collaborators

(Fabulism) Giulia Pozzi, Mirko Andolina

warmer and drier. We know that this will have consequences

Consultants

Melissa Gómez, Marcus Andreas, Florian

for food production and biodiversity and that structures

Strenge

in industry, agriculture and energy management will have

Date

Phase I: 2019 Phase II: 2020

to adapt. As well as landscape, water and biosystems will

Type

Competition

be affected by these changes. Landscapes of Differences

Client

The Governing Major of Berlin on behalf

suggests initiating a long-term transformation process of

of AIV

these systems to ensure a resilient and productive future

Location

Brandenburg, Germany

for Brandenburg and Berlin. This transformation creates the

Theme

Implementation Strategies, Resilient

framework in which the lives of citizens in their social and

Environments

economic facets can develop freely and are future-proof.

Status

Completed, 4th place winner

Starting with ecosystems in Brandenburg, it forms the basis
for systemic and sustainable change and offers to re-think

To predict the political, cultural and technological develop-

the existing structures and relations between cities and na-

ments in the next 50 years is an intricate effort. However,

ture, production and every days life.

Blue-Green network

Concept map of Oranienburg
38

Polycentricity

New transport network

Scenario 1 - Super Safe society

Scenario 2 - Glocal society

Scenario 3 - Neo-Ecological society

New urban center in 2070

Changing climate in Brandenburg region
39

Confetti Kreuzberg - new densification strategy

Tools - urban block densification

Blue Park
40

Water Landscape - concept map of regional park

Floating services

Urban biotopes

Water hub

Bio farms

Eko dorf

Pixel agriculture

Blue-green network & urban centres

Energy hub

Water production

Blue city

Experimental park

Water protection system
41
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CITY-WIDE PLANNING &
URBAN TRANSFORMATION

City Vision and Development Strategy for Chemnitz

Development of an urban vision for the future development of the city of Chemnitz using a participative approach
Team

Thomas Stellmach, Anna Schulenburg,

The present strategic urban model serves as a compass for

Isabell Enssle, Sophie Leemans

promoting innovation in the city and guiding transitions in

Collaborators

Zebralog

the future. It supports the departments of the city adminis-

Date

2019 - ongoing

tration to shape the future of Chemnitz in their own way and

Type

Collaborative Consultation

aligning themselves with a common vision for 2040.

Client

Mayor’s office city of Chemnitz, Anna

The vision plan for Chemnitz brings together in a map the

Galda, Head of the Strategic Development

essential developments for the city, which are reached by

Department Morgenstadt

the six formulated goals of the Chemnitz strategy:

Location

Chemnitz, Germany

Theme

Implementation Strategies, Cities for

Goal 1: Productive and connected

Everyone

Goal 2: Urban

Surface

221 km

Goal 3: Discussed and designed together

Status

In progress, all images are for internal use

Goal 4: Conscious and healthy

only

Goal 5: Renewable and green

2

Goal 6: Sustainable mobile
Chemnitz is in transition - this is nothing new for this city.
The residents are, so to speak, by tradition „transforma-

The vision plan was developed by the city administration in

tion experts“. Until the 1930s Chemnitz was an economi-

dialogue with the local economy and science, associations

cally aspiring city with 360,000 inhabitants and seen as the

or initiatives as well as Chemnitz citizens. As a motivating

„Manchester of Saxon“. During the GDR period, Chemnitz was

vision for the future, it guides the actions of all important

transformed into the „socialist model city“ of East Germany.

players in the city and becomes the shared self-image of the

Then after the reunification of Germany in 1989, the city

people of Chemnitz.

repeatedly transformed and built a new city center for the
third time in seventy years.

Chemnitz urban structure 2020, illustrated as an agglomeration of distinct communities, clusters, and centralities
46

The vision plan ‘Chemnitz 2040’ is the basis for future urban development processes and projects

The stakeholders and local actors actively helped shaping the vision for 2040
47
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Public Toilet Strategy for Düsseldorf

A Comprehensive Concept for the Provision of Public Toilets in the City of Düsseldorf
Team

Thomas Stellmach, Anna Schulenburg, Jan

locations using evaluation criteria, general standards for the

Cyganski, Sophie Leemans, Andrea Fantin,

site; equipment and design of the toilet facilities.

Filippo Imberti
Collaborators

Zebralog

TSPA used an integrated approach for the objectives of the

Date

August 2019 - ongoing

concept, not only quantitatively but also qualitatively. We

Type

Commission

identified priority topics as guidelines. Then, we accompa-

Client

City of Düsseldorf

nied the policies with the involvement of

Location

Düsseldorf, Germany

Theme

Digital Urbanism

Surface

217 km²

Status

In progress

»
The provision of public toilets contributes significantly to the
quality and accessibility of a city’s public space. It influences
how we move around in the city and also whether restrictions arise for some groups of people.
TSPA has developed a city-wide concept for the state capital of Düsseldorf for the demand-oriented supply of public
toilets in the city area (Council Decision July 2019). We identified existing needs for the entire city together with new
locations and measures. To achieve uniform quality and an
overall picture for the city we proposed and prioritised toilet

Public toilet strategy overview

Status analysis 															Potentials and weaknesses 			
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Toilet concept

Optionaler Standort Toilette für Alle

Standort Toilette für Alle
Optionaler Standort Toilette für Alle

C

P

N
B
C
W

Standort Toilette für Alle

C

Neue Modul-Anlage

Neue Modul-Anlage

P

Aktivierte potentielle Anlage

Optionaler Standort Toilette für Alle
N
Aktivierte potentielle Anlage
B
Optionaler Standort Toilette für Alle
Standort Toilette für Alle
W
Gezielte Akquirierung Nette Toilette
Standort Toilette für Alle
S
Verbesserte Beschilderung
Neue Modul-Anlage
N
Wall Bestandsanlage

S
C

Neue
Modul-Anlage
Städtische
Bestandsanlage

P
N

Aktivierte potentielle Anlage
Nette Toilette Bestandsanlage

P
N
B
N
W
B
S
W
N
S
N

Gezielte Akquirierung Nette Toilette
Verbesserte Beschilderung
Wall Bestandsanlage
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Nette Toilette Bestandsanlage
Spielplätze
Märkte

Touristisches Ziel
Spielplätze
Aktivierte potentielle Anlage
Gezielte Akquirierung Nette Toilette
Park and Ride
Märkte
Verbesserte Beschilderung
Gezielte
Akquirierung
Nette
Toilette
Stadtpark
Touristisches Ziel
Wall Bestandsanlage
Verbesserte Beschilderung
Sonstige Grünanlage/Naherholungsgebiete
Park and Ride
Städtische Bestandsanlage
Wall Bestandsanlage
Stadtzentrum
Stadtpark
Nette
Toilette Bestandsanlage
Städtische Bestandsanlage
Stadtbereichszentrum
Sonstige Grünanlage/Naherholungsgebiete
Spielplätze
Nette Toilette Bestandsanlage
Stadtzentrum
Märkte
Spielplätze

Großes Stadtteilzentrum

Stadtbereichszentrum
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Märkte

Kleines Stadtteilzentrum

Großes
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Park
and
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Nahversorgungszentrum

Kleines Stadtteilzentrum
Stadtpark
Park and Ride

Stadtplanerische Projekte

Fahrradwege
Nahversorgungszentrum
Sonstige
Grünanlage/Naherholungsgebiete
Stadtpark
Stadtzentrum
Stadtplanerische Projekte
Sonstige Grünanlage/Naherholungsgebiete
Stadtbereichszentrum
Fahrradwege
Stadtzentrum
Großes Stadtteilzentrum
Stadtbereichszentrum
Kleines Stadtteilzentrum
Neue
Modul-Anlage
Großes
Stadtteilzentrum
Nahversorgungszentrum
Kleines Stadtteilzentrum
Reaktivierte städtische Anlage

Neue Modul-Anlage

Reaktivierte städtische Anlage

Aktivierte städtische Anlage

Stadtplanerische
Projekte
Massmahmen
Komplett
(inkl. Optimierte
Nahversorgungszentrum
Kommunikation)
Optimierte Kommunikation
Fahrradwege

Stadtplanerische
Projekte
Aktivierte
städtische
Anlage
Legende
Fahrradwege
Optimierte Kommunikation
Neue Modul-Anlage

Erweiterung zusätzlicher Angebote: „Nette Toilette“
Städtische Bestandstoilette

Modul-Anlage
im Bestand (Wall)
Erweiterung zusätzlicher Angebote: „Nette
Toilette“
Neue Modul-Anlage
Reaktivierte städtische Anlage
„Nette Toilette“
Städtische Bestandstoilette
Modul-Anlage
im Bestand
(Wall)
Reaktivierte
städtische
Anlage
Aktivierte städtische Anlage

Neue Modul-Anlage

„Nette Toilette“

Akquirierung N.T

Complete
measurements
Aktivierte
städtische Anlage
Optimierte
Kommunikation
Neue Modul-Anlage

Reaktivierte Anlage

Potentielle Anlage: Freizeitpark
Akquirierungzusätzlicher
N.T
Erweiterung
Angebote: „Nette Toilette“
Optimierte
Kommunikation
Potentielle Anlage: Friedhof
ReaktivierteBestandstoilette
Anlage
Städtische
Erweiterung zusätzlicher Angebote: „Nette Toilette“
Potentielle Anlage Kultureinrichtung der Stadt
Potentielle Anlage:
Freizeitpark
Modul-Anlage
im Bestand
(Wall)
Bestandstoilette
Maßstab Städtische
1/65.000 (A3-Größe)
Potentielle Anlage: Sportanlagen
Potentielle
Anlage: Friedhof
„Nette
Toilette“
Modul-Anlage im Bestand (Wall)
Potentielle Anlage: Öffentliche Gebäude
Potentielle
Anlage Kultureinrichtung der Stadt
Neue
Modul-Anlage
„Nette Toilette“
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Optionaler Standort Toilette für Alle
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Neue Modul-Anlage

Gezielte Akquirierung Nette Toilette

B

Verbesserte Beschilderung

W

Wall Bestandsanlage
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Städtische Bestandsanlage

N

Optionaler Standort Toilette für Alle

Aktivierte potentielle Anlage

N

Standort Toilette für Alle

C

Neue Modul-Anlage

Nette Toilette Bestandsanlage

P

Spielplätze
Märkte
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Park and Ride
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B
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Anlage
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Potentielle Anlage: Freizeitpark

Extensiv genutzte Orte oder einzelne Bedarfsquellen

Potentielle
Anlage:
Freizeitpark
Modul-Anlage
im Bestand
(Wall)

Potentielle Anlage: Friedhof

Extensiv genutzte Orte + mind. 1 weitere Bedarfsquelle

Potentielle
Anlage: Friedhof
„Nette Toilette“

Potentielle Anlage Kultureinrichtung der Stadt

Stark frequentierte Orte

Potentielle
Anlage Kultureinrichtung der Stadt
Potentielle Anlage: Sportanlagen
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Kleines
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Bedarfsquelle
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Nahversorgungszentrum
Stark frequentierte Orte

Stark frequentierte Orte + mind. 1 weitere Bedarfsquelle

Stadtplanerische
Projekte
Stark frequentierte
Orte + mind. 1 weitere
Bedarfsquelle
Intensiv
genutzte Orte
Fahrradwege
Intensiv genutzte Orte

Intensiv genutzte Orte + mind. 1 weitere Bedarfsquelle

Extensiv genutzte
genutzte Orte
Orte +oder
einzelne
Bedarfsquellen
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Intensiv
mind.
1 weitere
Bedarfsquelle
Extensiv genutzte Orte + mind. 1 weitere Bedarfsquelle
Standortvorschlag
Stark frequentierte Orte
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Intensiv genutzte Orte + mind. 1 weitere Bedarfsquelle
Standortvorschlag

Demand areas and development scenarios
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Final report

Concept workshop
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Public Toilets for Berlin

Development of a comprehensive concept for Berlin for the provision with public toilet facilities
Team

Thomas Stellmach, F. Guarascio, F. Imberti,

The operator is to be found by the beginning of 2018 so that

T. Zemeitat, E. Holz, L. Eisen for TSPA

the “Berlin toilets” can be produced on time and the man-

K. Fitschen und B. Letz (Zebralog, partici-

agement organised.

pation), P. Lau und A. Wriege-Bechtold

The team has developed the concept in cooperation with lo-

(TUB, costs and financial estimation)

cal authorities, senior citizens’ representatives, associations

Date

2016-17

for the disabled and tourism and other interest groups. In

Type

Commission

this detailed participation process, TSPA evaluated existing

Client

Senatsverwaltung für Umwelt, Verkehr

locations and identified new locations, equipment charac-

und Klimaschutz

teristics defined, and potential cooperation partners sug-

Location

Berlin, Germany

gested. For the new toilets in Berlin have been formulated

Theme

Implementation Strategies, Digital

minimum requirements for safety, equipment and environ-

Urbanism

mental friendliness, hygiene and maintenance. The concept

Surface

891 km²

foresees three supply scenarios: 257 public toilets to be

Status

Completed

built in the context of the basic provision (2019 to 2020).

Collaborators

Depending on the financial circumstances, 366 locations will
The expiry of the “toilet contract” means that, for the first

be targeted for “improved supply” (implementation 2021 to

time in 25 years, there is an opportunity to determine the

2022).

needs and equipment of public toilets and to gear future

After an evaluation, an “extended coverage” option will be

supplies to these needs. The concept serves as the basis for

considered, with 447 sites. This “extended supply” should not

the invitation to tender, which will take place in the second

be tackled until 2024 at the earliest.

half of 2017.

Online database
54

Source of demand and models

Development scenarios
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Trockentoiletten (Zwei oder mehrere Plätze)

Zusätzliche Vorschläge zur Bedarfsdeckung

56

Neuartige Sanitärsysteme

Neuartige Sanitärsysteme (Ein Platz)
(Zwei oder
mehrere
Plätze)
Provision pro district: existing
and
proposed
locations

Trockentoiletten (Ein Platz)

Vorschläge der Behindertenvertretungen
und der Verbände

Vorschläge der Bezirke

Bestehende Standorte

Troc

Zusä

Reinickendorf

Neukölln

ckentoiletten (Zwei oder mehrere Plätze)

ätzliche Vorschläge zur Bedarfsdeckung

Spandau

Pankow

Steglitz–

Treptow–

Tempelhof–

Zehlendorf

Köpenick

Schöneberg

Concept workshop
Trockentoiletten (Ein Platz)
Vorschläge der Behindertenvertretungen
und der Verbände

Neuartige Sanitärsysteme
(Zwei oder mehrere Plätze)

Neuartige Sanitärsysteme (Ein Platz)

Vorschläge der Bezirke

Bestehende Standorte

Herkömmliches Sanitärsystem
(Zwei oder mehrere Plätze)

Herkömmliches Sanitärsystem (Ein Platz)
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Naberezhnye chelny — New Centre for Living
Masterplan & development strategy for a mixed used city extension
Team

Collaborators

Thomas Stellmach, R. Patitucci, B.

Filling the void between Old Town and New Town,

Scheerbarth, A. Chechetkina, J. Massink, K.

Naberezhnye Chelny’s New Centre for Living is designed to

Golubenko and C. Hall for TSPA

be an integral part of the city, providing 16 000 residents

Novaya Zemlya (local expertise, regula-

with an unprecedented quality of life. The main challenge

tions, housing), BuroHappold Engineering

was to marry the ambition to achieve a European feel with

| Cities Berlin (economy, phasing, sustain-

the unique local context and the specificity of local regu-

ability), Topotek1 (landscape), Scientific

lations. An innovative block size, hybrid building typologies

Research Institute for Transport and Road

and asymmetric street profiles create a human-scale, yet

Economy (transport), Thomas Richter

context-sensitive development.

and Alfonso Martinez (interactive 3D

The plan features nearly 500 000 square metres residen-

simulation)

tial NFA as well as a campus, kindergardens, a central public

Date

2015-16

plaza, retail facilities and work places, a public park along

Type

Commission

the Chelny creek as well as public transportation links.

Client

Talan

Housing is organised in clusters of two to three blocks, each

Location

Naberezhnye Chelny, Russia

benefitting from their own semi-public courtyards while

Theme

Liveable Neighbourhoods,

sharing social infrastructures as well as recreational and

Implementation Strategies

commercial facilities.

Surface

73 ha

Status

Completed

Block size comparison to Europe
(inner) and city context (outer)
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From slab to open block

Multiple centralities

0

Illustrative plan

View from South-East (campus in the background)

100
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500
m

View from South-West (linear river park)
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Public transport links

Road connections

500 m

300m

Concentrated schools

Public space as core

Decentralised kindergardens

Unique courtyards

TL-PH-1
TL-PH-1.0

TL-PH-1.1

TL-PH-1.2

TL-PH-2

TL-PH-2.1
TL-PH-2.2

TL-PH-3.2

TL-PH-3
TL-PH-3.1

TL-PH-3.0

Landmark towers
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Phasing

Iconic Tower
Riverside Park
Promenade

Kindergarden

Kindergarden

Central
Square
Kindergarden

Creek Park

School

Shopping
High Street

Tram
Connection

Kindergarden

Kindergarden
Campus

Main Street

Kindergarden

Supermarket

Kindergarden
Parking
Shopping Mall
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Transit street (two lanes)

River promenade

SALIX ALBA

ACER RUBRUM

62

ALNUS x SPAETHII

BETULA PENDULA

STREET

GREEN STRIPE

PEDESTRIAN PATH

PRIVATE PLOTS

RIVER FRONT

BIKE LANES

PARKING LOTS INBETWEEN TREES

STREET

GREEN STRIPE

PEDESTRIAN PATH

PRIVATE PLOTS
PRIVATE PLOTS

PEDESTRIAN PATH

GREEN STRIPE

BIKE LANES / FIRAWAY

POCKET PARALLEL PARKING

Typical housing cluster

NSIT 25

Central avenue with tram service

AVENUE TRAM

2

Central plaza

2

AMELAMCHIE
LAMARKII

ACER RUBRUM

Residential street

ACER PLATANOIDES

PICEA PUNGENS

CRATAEGUS
PRUNIFOLIA

Campus street

PINUS SYLVESTRIS

SORBUS
AUCUPARIA

Transit street (four lanes)

ACER RUBRUM

PICEA OMORICA

ABIES KOEANA

ACER RUBRUM

APEZOID _PARK

STREET

GREEN STRIPE

PEDESTRIAN PATH

PARK

PRIVATE PLOTS

PEDESTRIAN PATH

GREEN STRIPE

FIREWAY / BIKE LANES

POCKET PARKING LOTS
INBETWEEN TREES

STREET

STREET

GREEN STRIPE

PEDESTRIAN PATH

PRIVATE PLOTS

Campus

PRIVATE PLOTS

PEDESTRIAN PATH

GREEN STRIPE

BIKE LANES / FIRAWAY

POCKET PARALLEL PARKING

RIVER 30

6

11

4

Linear park
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Structural Plan for Sussundenga (Plano de Estrutura Urbana Vila de Sussundenga)
Urban analysis, land use and implementation plans for Sussundenga in Mozambique
Team

Thomas Stellmach, Filippo Imberti,

The processes of evolution of the urban form of Mozambican

Maarten Timisela

cities and the procedures for the planning, design and man-

Collaborators

Vocação Técnica Lda

agement of urban settlements are little studied, researched

Date

2018

and disseminated. After more than thirty years of national

Type

Public Tender

independence only in 2007, Mozambique authorities ap-

Client

MITADER Mozambique

proved the relevant legislation supporting planning activity.

Location

Sussundenga, Mozambique

This framework and the uneven growth of human settle-

Theme

Implementation Strategies

ments made it urgent to provide public decision-makers,

Surface

157 km²

scholars and those responsible for the process of territorial

Status

Completed

planning with appropriate instruments and information.
PEU is a guiding instrument for territorial development for
the next ten years, aiming to define the planning actions to
promote the sustainable exploration of the potential and
economic vocation of the territory, creating conditions for
the emergence and implementation of new economic activities, new population agglomerates, as well as the optimization of investments already made and to be made, to
safeguard the current ecological interests as well as for the
generation of benefits.

City expansion trends
64
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Densification concept

Land use

Infrastructure

Social equipment

Risks
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Structural Plans for Mozambican Towns
Urban strategy plan for city development
Team

Filippo Imberti for TSPA

TSPA, together with Vocação Técnica Lda, developed a

Collaborators

Vocação Técnica Lda

Structural Urban Plan (Plano De Estrutura Urbana), a terri-

Date

2018-2019

torial management instrument that defined spatial organi-

Type

Public Tender

sation for the five municipalities of Alto Molocue, Boane,

Client

MITADER Mozambique

Gurue, Nhamatanda and Milange.

Location

Gurue, Alto Molocue, Milange, Boane

Theme

Implementation Strategies

The project responded to the institutional decentralisation

Surface

123 - 597 km²

Mozambique undertook in 2014 in a context of rapid demo-

Status

Completed

graphic growth and scarce institutional control on regulated
land ownership.
This spatial planning tool, similar to our previous project
PEU Sussundenga, employed a collaborative and participative decision-making process, enabling cooperation across
private and the public stakeholders. The result of this approach led to empirical findings and more direct engagement of public institutions.

New settlement view Vale
66

Scenario development rapid workshop - city visions and spatial planning
67

Comprehensive landuse plan of Gurue

68
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Askren Manor

Competition entry for a new neighborhood at the interface between city and countryside
Team

Ali Saad, Thomas Stellmach, Luka Bezjak

The central park in the centre will be the focal point of the

for Uberbau

new developing district. Taking out four camp buildings and

Collaborators

TH Treibhaus & Lavaland GmbH

merging their lots will create space for the public green.

(landscape)

Using already existing structures and converting them to key

Date

2014-15

elements of the new district is the central idea of the new

Type

Competition

park in the centre.

Client

Schweinfurt Municipality

The main city ring connects the two access roads and will

Place

Schweinfurt, Germany

receive a new bus lane. All streets outside of the ring will be

Theme

Liveable Neighbourhoods

transformed into shared spaces where cyclists and pedestri-

Surface

28 ha

ans will enjoy relaxed traffic zones.

Status

Completed

The design proposes an open block pattern. Diverse block
structures – partly integrating or extending the existing

The design uses the strategically favorable location of the

buildings – are being suggested. Various building types will

Askren Manor Caserne as a linkage between the urban area

create a social and spatial mix as well as multiple ways of

and countryside. The area that is currently isolated will be

living. The permeability of the buildings allows for different

transformed into a permeable urban neighborhood which

configurations of private and semi-private green areas and

will connect to its environment in various forms and scales.

pathway connections.

Living close to nature will be combined with the qualities of
an urban lifestyle.

Built structure

Programme allocation

Perspective from the central park towards the new neighbourhood

Cross section
70

Allotment and parking

Green belt and city link

Active fringe and central park

Niederwerner Strasse

Sporthalle

Einzelhandel
Hotel
Supermarkt

Betreutes
Wohnen
Studentisches Wohnen

Parkhaus

Schule

Boarding
House
Kita
Betreutes Wohnen

Landschaftsraum
an der Wern

Jugendzentrum
Wohnkubus

Reihenhäuser

Gewerbe

Wohnkubus
Wohnriegel

Hostel

Gewerbe
Studentisches Wohnen

Zentralpark

Gemeinschaftshof
Grünverbindung
Landschaftsraum

Einfamilienhaus

Doppelhäuser

Reihenhäuser

Gemeinschaftshof
Existierende und neue
Klein- und
Gemeinschaftsgärten

Privatgärten

Einfamilienhaus

Doppelhäuser
Grünverbindung
Landschaftsraum

kleine Höfe

kleine
Höfe
Stadtplatz als Multifunktionale
Veranstaltungsfläche
mit verstärkter Gehölzrahmung

Reihenhaus
Renovierte
Bestandswohnungen
Zentralpark

Wohnkubus
Reihenhäuser
Reihenhäuser
Wohnriegel mit
Dienstleistungen

Parkhaus
Gewerbe
Wohnriegel mit
Dienstleistungen

Wohnriegel
mit Restaurant

Wohnriegel
mit
Geschäften
Wohnkubus

Gewerbe

Wohnriegel

Wohnkubus mit
Geschäften

Reihenhäuser

Renovierte
Bestandshäuser
Geschwister-SchollStrasse
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Astana Expo 2017

Shortlisted competition entry for an urban and architectural concept for the Expo 2017 “Future Energy” in Astana
Team

Ali Saad, Thomas Stellmach, M. Torres

Our concept interprets the term energy in the widest sense

Ruiz, A. Thomidou, P. Zuroweste, D. Ronald,

possible. Energy is all kind of activity, production, economy,

J. Reboreda, A. Hrabetova, V. Miteva for

transport, social life, etc. So far urban development has

Uberbau

been dealing with these energies separately. The results are

Happold Ingenieurbüro Berlin (Energy,

inefficient and mono-functional systems that waste ener-

Structural Design, Mobility, Sustainability),

gies instead of creating synergies. Our project is radically

Bloom Images (Visualisation)

integrating Astana’s energies to create multifunctional and

Date

2013-14

hybrid spatial systems that work on different scales and that

Type

Invited international competition, Finalist

use infrastructure more efficiently, a quality that Astana’s

Client

National Company Astana Expo 2017

car-dominated city layout currently lacks.

Location

Astana, Kazakhstan

While the Expo Event will last for only three months, the Expo

Theme

Liveable Neighbourhoods

site will remain for decades to come. The Expo Event is an

Surface

174 ha

opportunity to upgrade the urban infrastructure of Astana

Status

Completed

and to implement a prototype for long-term, sustainable

Collaborators

and energy efficient urban development in Kazakhstan.
Future Energy not only means changing energy production,
but also minimizing impact and energy needed for the built
environment. To achieve this, flexibility and lightness of built
structures are key factors. While the public infrastructures
proposed have long life spans the Expo and the Expo City
have shorter ones. The Expo complex is a statement about
lightness through its light and transparent architecture that
has a minimal impact and that is temporary and fully dismountable and reusable after the Expo.

Expo 2017. Ring of energies and link to the city
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Location and network

Decentral energy grid

Expo mode
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Dense urban tissue and small-scale public spaces

Mixed-use

Post-Expo mode
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Ring of Energies: Central circulation system

Open air event and Kazakhstan Pavilion
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Ring of Energies: Roof

Thematic pavillions

Performance

Kazakhstan Pavillion

Ring of energies as a link between all venues
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ZIL Pioneer — Redevelopment of the Amo Zil Factory

Winning competition entry for the transformation of the AMO Zil industrial waterfront site in Moscow into a mixed
neighbourhood
Team

Thomas Stellmach, Ali Saad, M. Torres

Moscow’s city centre concentrates most of the city’s social,

Ruiz, J. von Ortenberg, J. Claus, M. Lòpez

economic, intellectual and cultural activity in only 6% of the

Marcos, D. Abbonacci for Uberbau

administrative surface. Beyond this area, the city is deter-

bgmr (Beatrix Mohren, Dirk Christiaansen);

mined by a high degree of mono-functionality, zoning and

Institute for Transport Economy & Politics

fragmentation. As a consequence Moscow’s centre and in-

NRI HSE (Mikhail Blinkin, Konstantin

frastructure are close to collapse.

Trofimenko); Gleb Vitkov with Nastasya

Our team states that a radical de-centralization of the city

Koneva, Inna Tsoraeva; Kaye Geipel; Dr.

is indispensable and that centrally located industrial areas

Wilhelm Klauser

have a huge potential for transformation into sub-centres.

Date

2012-13

The ZIL site could become a pioneer for such an approach,

Type

Invited Competition

open for experimentation and innovation. We provide a

Client

IRP group on behalf of City of Moscow

careful long-term development strategy that integrates the

Location

Moscow, Russia

site with its immediate urban context as well as with the

Theme

Livable Neighbourhoods, Digital Urbanism

larger urban infrastructures of Moscow to initiate a hetero-

Surface

283 ha

geneous transformation process. The design proposes to

Status

Competition, 1st prize

closely integrate transport as well as existing and new green

Consultants

infrastructures – such as the new Public Rail Ring, Moskva
Riverfront or a new, self-maintaining Pine Park – with the
territory. These new links create diverse neighbourhoods of
different character. Four strategies are provided: Multiple
Accessibility, Active Landscape, Living Heritage and Varied
Densification.

Industrial brownfields as new subcentres in Moscow
78

The ZIL area: a blind spot surrounded by activities

Link to landscape

Link to landscape

The system of former and existing industrial sites in

Connection of the site to strategically important places

Moscow

via the planned rapid-transit system

Connection of the site to strategically important places

Connection of the site to strategically important places

via the Moskva river

via the highway

Link to river

Cut

Cut

Build upon

Big use

Fill

Subdivide
Tools for transforming giant
halls

Overall plan, waterfront and green network
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m
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Buildings
Housing
Offices
Retail, hotels and leisure
Culture
Education
Public
Production

Historic Pinetree-Park at the site around 1920

Public transport system
Parking
Rail ring station

5-6 floors

Railway line
6-8 floors

External bus line

2-4 floors
8-10 floors

Collecting bus line
Internal bus line
Water bus
Micromobility station
Moskva River District: Opening to the water
Road system

Highway
Loop roads
Street grid
10-15 floors
1-2 floors
6-8 floors
6-8 floors
3-5 floors

Public space system

Public space
Semi-public space
Pedestrian routes

Planning-parameter ZIL heritage district: Dense
and small-scale squares

Landscape system

Self-cleaning Pine park
spaces
Pocket Parks and green Spaces
River Moskva

Semi-public urban squares and lively street façades
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Phase I: Activation

Phase II: Stimulation

Phase III: Consolidation

5-6 floors
2-4 floors

5-6 floors
5-6 floors
10-13 floors

Planning parameter Pine Park district: Density along the
rapid-transit train with opening to the park
Pine Park neighbourhood

10-15 floors
2-4 floors
6-10 floors

Planning-parameter research campus:
Permeable semi-basement with public use

Education and innovation cluster

Section new Botanical Garden in former industrial hall
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Railring station

Culture Kaufhaus

Preserved urban room
Workshops

Of

Highway Hub
Highway Parking

ZIL museum

Parkin
Conveyor walkways

Pedestrian boulevard

Socle building

Multi-functional typologies
Preserved halls

Commercial socle
Botanical Garden

Solitaire typologies

Bioremediation educational centre
Mass housing
Remediation fields
Conference Hall

Waterfront housing

Pedestria

Riverside Square
Water transport
Water pontons
Riverside promenade and terraces
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Leisure harbour

Lake housing

Preserved towers

ffice and mixed-use buildings

ng

Rails overbuilt with landscape

Highway shortcut
Biogas and cleaning facility
R+D Centre

Production halls
Bridge building

Remediation fields

Central public axis

Railring hub

Railway terminal
Car & pedestrian bridge

Parking

Pocket park
Manufacturing units
Pine Park

an paths
Railring

Socled hybrid buildings
Innovation and business facilities

Pedestrian paths

Pine Park

Waterstairs

ZIL Observation Tower

Mulitfunctional Event Hall
Pedestrian paths
Waterpark

Iconic pedestrian bridge
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Al-Adhamiya Urban Transformation Strategy

Awarded competition entry for the urban transformation of a historic quarter in Baghdad
Team

Thomas Stellmach, Ali Saad, A. Gómez-

In January 2011, we were invited together with five other

Sellés, A. Manou for Uberbau

local as well as foreign architecture firms to the ongoing

Collaborators

Tspoon architecture & environment

competition on the Masterplan for the historic Al Adhamiya

Consultants

Mohammad Al-Hassani

neighbourhood in Baghdad. After the competition on the

Date

2010-11

Al Khadimiya neighbourhood in 2010, it is the second large

Type

Invited Competition

international competition carried out by the Mayoralty of

Client

Mayoralty of Baghdad

Baghdad after the war.

Location

Baghdad, Iraq

The brief focuses on the development of the neighbour-

Theme

Liveable Neighbourhoods

hood’s riverfront, its connection to Al Khadimiya and the city

Surface

250 ha

centre and puts an emphasis on the development of public

Status

Competition, 3rd prize

spaces and architecture around strategic locations, especially around the famous Abu Hanifa Mosque.

Principles of the plan

Structural elements

Proposed built structure

Proposed transport network

Existing green system

Proposed green system

Abu Hanifa square
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Overall plan

Abu Hanifa square
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Abu Hanifa square with mosque, convention centre, library, waterfront access and redefined public spaces
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Relationship between Tigris river and Abu Hanifa square: A series of public terraces
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Blankenburger Süden – Feasibility Study

Supporting the participative process for a city extension in the North of Berlin for 6,000 housing units
Team

Thomas Stellmach, Lucas Bartholl

Blankenburger Süden is at the beginning of a development

Collaborators

Zebralog, Burgdorff Stadt, DSK, PFE

process lasting several years. To conclude the preparatory in-

Date

2018

vestigations, TSPA prepared the results of the investigations

Type

Commission

visually for the kick-off event of the participation process.

Client

Senatsverwaltung für Stadtentwicklung

The aim of our presentation was to present the maps of the

und Wohnen

various development alternatives and the potential of the

Location

Berlin, Germany

area in such a way that they have a plastic character. This

Theme

Liveable Neighbourhoods,Cities for

was aimed at giving the people on site as intuitive a percep-

Everyone

tion of space as possible.

Completed

It was important to clarify the early planning stage and

Status

therefore to work with a certain flexibility in the representation of the individual areas. The maps should, through their
playful character, stimulate a discourse on the future of the
area.

88
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Blankenburger Süden — Making the City of the 21st (and 22nd)
Century
Climate-sensitive urban development framework plan for Berlin’s largest urban expansion area
Team

Thomas Stellmach, Janin Walter, Anke

Berlin is growing under the pressure of growth. For the core

Parson, Filippo Imberti, Ilkin Akpinar,

area of 430 ha currently used for agriculture, we investigated

Christina Krampokouki, Yuan-Yung Wang,

whether up to 6,000 residential units can be placed and how

Sophie Leemans

it can be spatially and functionally linked to the neighbour-

Collaborators

B+B Urbanism and Landscape Architecture

hood. Besides providing living spaces, we contemplate the

Date

2019-20

design regarding climate change and the shifts in mobility

Type

Invited Competition

modes. As well as the qualities and challenges of the exist-

Client

Berlin’s Senate Department for Urban

ing context and the Berlin urban context should also be taken

Development and Housing

into account. The planning framework follows clear rules. They

Location

Berlin, Germany

reflect upon the contents -building development, landscape,

Theme

Liveable Neighbourhoods, Cities for

land use, connection- and hierarchies of spaces through

Everyone

considerations.

Surface

430 ha

Status

Completed

Public programmes along

Common areas and build-

the landscape area

ings within the block

Semi-public spaces

Built/Unbuilt

Rules in the landscape area

High buildings for

Min. 3 building typologies

maximum visibility

with Max. 8 floors

90

Min 4 passages
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Sport

Natural games

Allotment garden

Fruit garden

Natural development

Green street

Playground

Nature experience

Neighbourhood park
Pocket park
Sport courts
Street trees
Playgrounds

Climate corridor

New neighbourhood
Pocket park

Common gardens
Path

Field

Spatial impression of the climate corridor
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Street infiltration

Woodland theme park

Plaza infiltration

Trough-trench next to the road

Water buffering in parks

Rainwater tank

Water storage on roofs

Spatial impression of the neighbourhood
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URBAN DESIGN & PUBLIC SPACE

Urban Coop Berlin - Blaue Insel Schöneberger Linse
Housing concept for communal and cooperative living in the South of Berlin
Team

Thomas Stellmach, Ewa Szymczyk

This housing project of urban coop berlin eg is not only

Collaborators

De Giovannini, L.I.S.T, Sustainable Services,

about living space. By founding the cooperative, TSPA aims

SammlerUsinger, tilango

to play its part in counteracting rising rents, speculation and

Date

2016-20

displacement. The cooperative housing project is the result

Type

Architecture and urban development

of a combination of very different interests. It is based on

Client

Own foundation

the needs and wishes of the candidates of urban coop berlin

Location

Berin, Germany

eg and brings them together with the urban development

Theme

Liveable Neighbourhoods, Cities for

goals of the Berlin Senate and the urban development goals

Everyone

of the Tempelhof-Schöneberg district.

Surface

0,72 ha

The “Schöneberger Linse” is a new urban quarter with the

Status

First prize. In progress

potential for over 900 new housing units, which will be built
in the coming years between the Südkreuz long-distance
railway station and the Schöneberg S-Bahn station.
The core of the concept is the development of the
Tempelhofer Weg into a pedestrian-friendly city street with
day-care centres, commercial, cultural and gastronomic facilities on the ground floor, an avenue of trees and adjoining
city squares.
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Ground floor plan. Common areas

3-floor plan 1:600
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Seunsangga Citywalk — Permanent Transformation
Competition entry for an public space upgrading strategy in Seoul
Team

Thomas Stellmach, Alexandra Chechetkina,

Our proposal: let Seoul celebrate lightness and openness, na-

Benjamin Scheerbarth for TSPA

ture and technology, flexibility and transformation, embracing

Collaborators

Crosby Studio, Luka Bezjak, Javier Reboreda

the dynamic, permanent change that distinguishes the city.

Date

2015-16

We propose to slow down the speed of transformation and

Type

Open competition

phase the process over years, not months. This will reduce nega-

Client

SeunCityWalk

tive impacts and enable the project to react to unforeseeable

Location

Seoul, South Korea

demands that will inevitably appear during the time of realisa-

Theme

Liveable Neighbourhoods

tion, and attract and integrate the current tenants of the area

Status

Completed

instead of displacing them. Moreover slowness can cast the
building process into an additional quality: the transformation
of Seunsangga as a continuous event. The demolition of un-

Contemporary Seoul and its society are changing ever faster.

needed elements, the reprogramming and the rebuilding turns

The insufficient flexibility of the Seunsangga mega-structure, a

into a series of opportunities for temporary actions and events

grotesque relic from a different time - has made this competi-

to happen, a permanent injection of liveliness, culture and re-

tion necessary. Can we make a design that goes beyond putting

newal into the neighbourhood.

lipstick on the gorilla? Can we design a solution that will not be
obsolete again soon?

GREEN LINK

3 - FLOOR PLAN 1:600
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Maitland — The Pan-Africa Hub

Sustainable urbanisation and densification strategy for a neighborhood in Cape Town
Team

Ali Saad, Thomas Stellmach, Luka Bezjak

Cape Town is still dominated by an urban structure that

for Uberbau

reduces interaction between different ethnicities and so-

Collaborators

NL Architects, Amsterdam, Matthew

cial classes. The International New Town Institute, the

Gray Architects, City of Cape Town,

African Centre for Cities and the City of Cape Town Planning

Urban Planning Department, Cape

Department proposed a project to study the possibilities for

Town Partnership, African Centre for

increasing Cape Town’s urban density.

Cities, University of Cape Town, Greater

Our strategy introduces an integrative approach for Maitland.

Tygerberg Partnership, Design Space

Pilot projects are located on strategic sites that represent

Africa, Cape Town

typical situations in Cape Town and along Voortrekker Road:

Date

2014-15

Leftover spaces along transport infrastructure, over-dimen-

Type

Study and Workshop

sioned school yards, low densities on well accessible spots,

Client

International New Town Institute (INTI)

fragmented public spaces around train stations. As such the

Almere (NL), African Centre for Cities

strategy could be extended to induce a gradual transforma-

(ACC), City of Cape Town Planning

tion of Apartheid’s urban heritage into a more inclusive ur-

Department

ban environment inside of Cape Town’s economic heartland.

Place

Cape Town, South Africa

Theme

Liveable Neighbourhoods

Surface

200 ha

Status

Completed

Maitland Station Square (NL Architects)
Mixed-use high-density buildings

Mixed-use medium-density buildings

Mixed-use medium-density buildings

Station entrance
Existing buildings

Restaurant/Leisure

Maitland City Hall

Affordable Housing

Street Trading

Park

BRT stop

Office
Shopping
Parking/Bus Station
Public Gallery
(accessible from

Concept Sketch Maitland Station Square
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Proposed programme structure Maidland Station Suqare

station platform)

Maitland Station Square

Sports with audience

Home, Learning, Play

Voorstrekker Boulevard

Pop-Up Church

Pilot Projects (NL Architects)

Back school yard: sports field, terraces, green park, public / private (NL Architects)

Front view: entrances, extensions, public / private (NL Architects)

Pop-Up Church on the Black River (NL Architects)
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Park Schönfeld — Light Urbanity

Urban design competition entry for the Park Schönfeld residential development in Kassel
Team

Ali Saad, Thomas Stellmach, Luka Bezjak

and larger outdoor spaces. Its permeability connects the

for Uberbau

large-scale object to the park and the city. At the same time

Date

2014-15

it creates a continuous space of movement between the dif-

Type

Competition

ferent plateaus on the inside. A square will be developed at

Client

Immobilien-Projekt Park Schönfeld Carree

the north-eastern edge near the Bosestraße which will serve

Kassel GmbH

as a distributor to the areas inside the district.

Place

Kassel, Germany

The traffic infrastructure strategy is favored by the good

Subject

Liveable Neighbourhoods

connection to the public transport system and focuses on

Theme

4.3 ha

a reduction of car traffic inside the district. Cyclists and pe-

Status

Completed

destrians as well as bike- and car-sharing systems will profit
from this strategy.

The design creates a circular large-scale object which plays

Building heights are positioned to fit the height level of the

on the contrast of the wide landscape corridors and the in-

three plateaus of the Jägerstraße and gradually decline in

ner city area of the city of Kassel. Embedded in its environ-

the direction of the Fulda to allow the higher stories in the

ment, the large-scale object functions as an entrance zone

rearward rows to enjoy a view of the Fulda valley. All topolo-

to more densely populated areas of the city.

gies are supplied with flat rooftops – a perfect requirement

The offset of the suggested row and cube structure creates

for green rooftops.

diverse types of public and private areas as well as smaller

Plan
0 10 20
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Figure-ground plan

Terrace
Community gardens
Slopes
Plazas
Private gardens
Plazas

Permeable urban form

Plot entrance

Shared spaces & community gardens

Industry / Gastronomy

Guest and disabled parking
Bike parking
Car park

Car-sharing parking

Residences
Workplaces

Residences

Slopes

Public space

Traffic

Programme

Type A1 - residential ground floor

Type B - residential ground floor

Type C - residential ground floor

Type A1 typical floor

Type B stypical floor

Type C 1., 2. typical floor

Cross section W-O
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Berlin Central State Library Neighborhood

Winning competition entry for Berlin’s new central library and its adjoining city quarter
Team

Ali Saad, Thomas Stellmach, A. Festa, V.

spaces organized through a mix of building types with a fo-

Miteva for Uberbau

cus on flexible typologies for various uses and users. The ur-

Collaborators

Mars Architekten (Architecture) and TH

ban plan thus creates intimacy as a complementary quality

Treibhaus/Lavaland (Landscape)

to the openness of the future airfield park and incorporates

Consultants

TPG Lehmann

temporary, informal and permanent uses in a robust and

Date

2013-14

flexible structure.

Type

Open Ideas Competition

The library serves as a landmark that contrasts with the

Client

State of Berlin

monumental wideness of the airfield. Concentrating the

Location

Berlin, Germany

building mass into a compact cube frees up space for a pub-

Theme

Liveable Neighbourhoods

lic square for a variety of temporary and other uses such as

Surface

16 ha

community gardens. The design of the new central library

Status

Completed, 1st prize

achieves a highly efficient programme that can fulfill longterm logistical and practical demands.

The new centre at the fringes of the former Tempelhof

The rectangular floor plan is based upon a fixed ring of

Airfield forms part of a larger urban regeneration scheme

services that provides ultimate accessibility to public and

for the district, including a new quarter around the central

private activity. Within this ring of vertically and horizon-

library complete with a central city square.

tally distributed services, scattered modules of activity are

The urban design re-interprets the Berlin block and creates

facilitated.

a permeable, non-directional public network of small public
0

50

100

200
m

Open spaces

Views

The neighbourhood at the ZLB: dissolving Berlin blocks
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Distribution of functions

Zentral - und Landesbibliothek Berlin

as Quartier der neuen Zentral- und Landesbibliothek Berlin bietet die Chance die
empelhofer Parklandschaft durch einen aktiven Rand in die Stadt einzubinden und sich
eichzeitig gegenwärtigen sozialen Herausforderungen Berlins zu stellen. Der Entwurf
utzt die einzigartige Lage, um eine strukturierte, gleichermaßen aber auch experimentelle
nd ergebnisoffene Entwicklung des Tempelhofer Feldes voranzutreiben.

as urbane Netz
as vielfältige, dichte urbane Netz von Bauten und Stadträumen entwickelt eine
genständige räumliche Sprache. Die offene, aber verschränkte Anordnung der Bauten
sst die Parklandschaft und den Tempelhofer Damm aus dem Quartier heraus oft nur
rahnen. Die Lesbarkeit der Rollbahnfugen als direkte Blickbeziehnungen im städtischen
aßstab wird verstärkt.

ontextuelle Bezüge
as neue Quartier bildet eine klare städtische Fassade zum Tempelhofer Damm und öffnet
ch dem Tempelhofer Feld. Entlang des Tempelhofer Damms überwiegen öffentliche und
ewerbliche Nutzungen, während im Inneren, sowie dem zur Parklandschaft zugewandten
ereich Wohnnutzungen überwiegen.

ontinuierliche Bewegungsfläche
as gesamte Fußgängerniveau des Quartiers einschließlich des Bereichs um die ZLB
nd des Bibliotheksgebäudes selbst ist ein barrierefreier und permeabler öffentlicher
aum.

Organisation Bibliothek

ielfältige Freiraumtypologien
ine subtile Ausdifferenzierung der Geländeoberflächen – hart/weich, Pflaster/Stein,
olz/Rasen – organisiert dies Flächen, leitet Fußgänger, Fahrradfahrer und PKW-Verkehr
nd markiert öffentliche und private Aussenräume ganz ohne Zäune, Bordsteine oder
ndere Barrieren.

ioniernutzungen erhalten, integrieren und ausbauen
Inside-outside
– The library
as a public
er Entwurf sieht eine
schrittweise Entwicklung
des Gebietes
vor.space
Bestehende Nutzungen
erden in Pavillons und leichten Strukturen wie dem Pionierturm integriert.

0

10 20

50
m

LB - Eingang und Erdgeschoss
as Erdgeschoss ist ein offener Bewegungsraum. Das freie Feld der Tempelhofer Freiheit
etzt sich nahtlos im Inneren der ZLB fort.

ebäudeorganisation
as Rückgrat der gesamten Gebäude- und Grundrissorganisation ist ein Ring aus
ertikalen Erschließungen und Servicezonen. Zwischen dem Ring spannt sich in alle
ichtungen eine ausgedehnte, weite Geschossebene auf. Diese ist auf jedem Niveau
ei bespielbar und kann sich so unterschiedlichsten Anforderungen an Nutzung und
rganisation anpassen.

Façade

Ground floor

Organisation Veranstaltungsbereiche

Funktionsschema Aufzüge

Section

View from former Tempelhof airfield
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Berlin Central State Library

Awarded competition entry for the state library on Berlin’s former Tempelhof air field
Team

Ali Saad, Thomas Stellmach, F. Scholz, J.

Our proposal for the Berlin Central State Library interprets

Reboreda, D. Kopp for Uberbau

the Library of the 21st Century as a generous, open mono-

Collaborators

Mars Architekten, TH Treibhaus/Lavaland

space that is dedicated to knowledge reception for all parts

(landscape)

of society through all digital and physical mediums. To gen-

Consultants

Höhler & Partner (cost control),

erate this sense of community and interaction the building

Schlaich Bergermann & Partner

connects various fields of knowledge with each other and its

(Structure), Janowski Ingenieure (HVAC),

urban context. Meanwhile the plan offers high adaptability,

Brandkontrolle Andreas Flock (fire secu-

which enables the library to be subdivided into diverse units

rity), Studio Dinnebier (lighting), Adrian

to allow various forms of usage, communication, intimacy

König (visualisation)

and learning.

Date

2013-14

The size, clarity and recognisability of the cube stand in a

Type

Invited Competition

complementary relationship with the vast openness of the

Client

State of Berlin

park landscape on the former Tempelhof Airfield. At a closer

Location

Berlin, Germany

distance the softly oscillating facade heightens the compact

Theme

Liveable Neighbourhoods

cube, inviting into the library and opening up impressive

Surface

78 150 m2 GFA

views over the park.

Status

Competition, Honorable Mention

The building is 60 meters and 12 storeys high with a footprint
of 74.4 x 74.4 meters. These dimensions create a compactness that is very favourable for the usability and storage of
a library, creating short distances while allowing to have one
floor per program unit. The large ‘reading ramps’, atriums
and ‘reading windows’ connect several thematic areas and
thus emphasise inter- and cross-disciplinary models of
thought.

Aerial view over library and adjoining park landscape on former Tempelhof airfield
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Model: view from above

Model: View from the east on ‘Park Arena’

Model: View from the west on main entrance

Model: Detail of eastern facade

Model: Detail of internal atriums

Model: Detail of opaque facade surfaces

Konferenz
Kantine

Hintergrundbereiche

Berlinstudien/Historische Sammlung
Senatsbibliothek
Naturwissenschaften und Technik
Geistes-/Sozialwissenschaften
Kunst/Musil/Film
Medienlogistik/Info/Kinder/Jugend
Event

Event

Magazin

Programme distribution

Tagung

Hintergrundbereiche

Kantine

Hintergrundbereiche
Hintergrundbereiche

Arboretum

Lesefenster
BERLIN

Hintergrundbereiche

Schauraum (Sonderlesesaal)
Historische
Sammlungen

HiSa
Senat

Junges Lernen

Lesefenster
FELD

NatuTec
Sprachzentrum

Lesefenster
PLATZ

GeiSo

Hören

Mediathek

Musik

Kinder

KuMuFi

Film

Jugend

Artothek

Veranstaltung

Veranstaltung
offene
Eingangsebene

Parkarena
Geschlossenes Magazin

Programme interconnection

Arboretum / Lichthof

zentrales
Atrium

Lesefenster

Atrium
Lesefenster
Leserampe

Offenes Erdgeschoss

Spatial interconnection

Ground level: Entrance, café, bistro, metropolitan lounge, lockers, child care, shops
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Level 1: Event, ‘Park Arena’

0

5

10

Level 3: Art, Music, Film, ‘Reading Ramp’

25
m

Level 2: Library entrance, media logistics, Information area, art gallery

Level 5: ‘Young Learning’, Natural Sciences, Technology, ‘Reading Ramp’,
‘Park Window’

Level 7: Berlin Studies, Historic Collection, ‘Berlin Reading Window’,
special stacks
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Level 9: Administration, public cantine

View from the park landcape towards the ‘Park Arena’

West-East section

0
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Standard floor: Structural forces

Shading concept: South facade

Standard floor: Flexibility

Shading concept: East and west facade

South-North section

Interior view of ‘Park Window’

and programme diversity
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The Red Ribbon

1st prize in Europan 10 Competition for the urban design of the riverfront of Heidelberg
Team

Thomas Stellmach, Martin Sobota

Europan is a biannual, pan-European competition that

Collaborators

Martin Sobota, Marc Ryan with Artur

aims to promote the realization of innovative ideas by

Borejszo

young architects and urban design professionals on various

Date

2009-10

European sites. The winning scheme for the Heidelberg site

Type

Open Competition

‘The Red Ribbon’ redefines the waterfront of Heidelberg’s

Client

Europan 10, City of Heidelberg

University Campus, the Neuenheimer Feld. The project gives

Location

Heidelberg, Germany

the campus an appropriate presence within the context of

Theme

Liveable Neighbourhoods

the city and establishes a coherent, public and accessible

Surface

24.4 ha

river frontage. Besides the landscape design for the river-

Status

Completed

front it proposes a reorganisation of the urban layout of the
campus and the addition of three key buildings to the site:
Römerlawn, Neckar Island and Biodiversity Centre. A total
set of 23 autonomous yet complementary actions supports
a phased and flexible implementation.
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Panoramic view of the Neuenheimer waterfront with natural reserve on the left,
public waterfront on the right

Section and material palette
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OppO

A temporary mobile structure and landmark
Thomas Stellmach, Filippo Imberti

Opportunity Space is an international design-building com-

Date

2016

petition challenging multidisciplinary teams to propose a

Type

Competition

temporary, mobile structure that will support economic op-

Client

Van Alen Institute

portunity and social inclusion in Malmö, Sweden.

Location

Malmö, Sweden

The project will establish a replicable process for engaging

Theme

Liveable Neighbourhoods

diverse stakeholders to design more economically and so-

Status

Completed

cially sustainable neighborhoods.

Team

Our proposal Oppo is an inflatable, helium filled balloon of
translucent polyurethane, in the shape of a torus. During the
day, when events take place, is held on the ground, during
the night it flies and glows in the dark.
Oppo attracts neighbours, migrants and visitors, encouraging interaction between these groups. Hovering above the
ground vertically or horizontally and changing location, it
can perfectly accommodate various events: workshops and
language classes for smaller groups as well as lectures or
concerts for crowds.
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Open air room

Landmark mode (Night)

Meeting point

Landmark

Community mode (day)
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RESEARCH, ACADEMIA &
DEVELOPMENT COOPERATION

Sustainable Urban Development in Indonesia

Development of a national framework for green development and implementation guides and Eco Districts including
pilot projects in three cities on Java: Semarang, Wonosobo, Yogyakarta
Team

Collaborators

Thomas Stellmach, Alessandra

The Ecodistrict Programme, initiated under the GCDP

Sammartino, Raphael Denneulin, Graham

(Green City Development Programme), aims to develop re-

Pugh, Katie Lan

silience and sustainability of Indonesian cities. Three cities

BERIM SA; Krill Office for Resilience

(Yogyakarta, Semarang, Wonosobo) have been selected as

Cities and Architecture; Institute for

pilot with the aim of developing three sustainable ecodis-

Transportation & Development Policy;

tricts. Based on an understanding of the specific context

VRIENS & PARTNERS Pte, Ltd;

of each site, a spatial framework is defined which connects

Date

November 2018 - ongoing

all interventions into one easily communicable narrative

Type

Public Tender, Commission

in which the effect of each project is multiplied. This in-

Client

Agence Francaise de Developpement

novative approach envisions a dot on the horizon for a

Location

Indonesia, Semarang, Wonosobo,

comprehensive and resilient project and invites all stake-

Yogyakarta

holders to participate in reaching this. The effect of each

Theme

Resilient Evironments, Shared Knowledge

project is multiplied, and this efficiency is the backbone

Surface

150-400 ha

that defines the Ecodistrict. The programme is nonetheless

Status

In progress

aligned with existing urban strategic programme.

Java Territorial Metabolism

3 cities : Semarang - Yogyakarta - Wonosobo
122

Workshops
Ort in Yogyakarta,
Semarang
und Wonosobo
Workshops vor
in Yogyakarta,
Semarang
und Wonosobo

Semarang - Strategy

Yogyakarta - Rain Gardens

Street Sections

Wonosobo - Vision
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Rapid Planning Studio

A workshop that integrates urban legislation, urban finance and urban Design for sustainable urban development
Team

Thomas Stellmach, UN-Habitat.

Cities and municipalities in rapidly urbanising countries

Collaborators

Yoel Siegel, Gianluca Crispi

rarely have the capacities to plan, in advance and to scale,

Date

2014-16

for population growth; resulting in failure to provide avail-

Type

Workshop

able serviced land. The result is often that urban growth

Client

National Governments, Local Authorities

materialises in the form of slums and informal settlements.

Location

Global

The Rapid Planning Studio (RPS) is a workshop that inte-

Theme

Resilient Settlements, Strengthened

grates the three fundamental pillars - urban legislation,

Capacities

urban finance and urban planning - of sustainable urban

Status

Completed

development. The workshop reproduces the full planning
process in a three-day format geared primarily towards
technical municipal staff.
The RPS aims to strengthen planning capacity and to provide a straightforward planning methodology and actionable
roadmap to supply serviced land for rapid urban growth. The
workshop harnesses the knowledge, talent and zeal of all
parties involved to identify an achievable process towards
sustainable urban development.
Thomas of TSPA developed and refined the workshop format
over the course of three years for UN-Habitat.

124

RPS workshop modules and topics
125

public works and related departments.

Urban
legislation

Inclusion of national government rep-

Economy/
finance

resentatives and active participation
from local and/or international academic experts has shown to be a valuable addition.
Integrated three-pillar approach
The RPS reproduces the planning process, guiding participants through the

Planning/
design

primary phases. Each phase is discussed from a legal, spatial and financing vantage point. Input presentations

Three pillars of sustainable development

are followed by practical integrated

Each of the planning phases are ad-

exercises, wherein discussed topics

dressed and discussed: from initial as-

are applied to the specific context of

sessment to plan implementation. The

the host municipality, employing data

outcome of each exercise forms the

collected by participants prior to the

basis for the subsequent exercise and

workshop.

planning phase.
The workshop does not advocate a

Learning by doing

one-size fits all plan. Rather, it gives

RPS participants put to use the knowl-

participant municipalities an over-

edge acquired from input presenta-

view of best practices and encourages

tions—illustrating

ap-

participants to identify gaps and chal-

proach and principles—via hands-on

lenges within their existing planning

exercises and plenary discussions.

system. Upon completion, participants

During the exercises, the Agency’s ap-

have the knowledge and tools to im-

proach and principles address topical

plement the full planning process.

UN-Habitat’s

challenges in a direct, applicable and
From city scale to
street scale

Target audience

functional way. These presentations

Participants at the centre

are accompanied by handouts outlin-

Participant municipalities are at the

ing the main concept ‘take-aways’,

centre of the RPS. The workshop be-

case studies and guiding questions.

gins with the participants presenting
the profile of their cities; and ends

The primary target audience of the
workshop are senior and technical

Process-based

with participant-led discussions on

municipal staff from planning, budget-

The RPS is a three-day reproduction of

addressing main implementation chal-

ing and economy, legal and regulatory,

a full 6-18 months planning process.

lenges and steps moving forwards. All

Assessment

1

Analysis

Goals

Planning
Lab & Tools

Sustainability
Principles

Technical Support

Strategic Choices

Plan Development

Planning
Lab & Tools

Mediation &
Political Support

Strategic Plans

Base Data
Collection

Distilling of
Information

2

Planning
Objectives

Forecasting

Plan Adoption

Project Design

Phasing

Pilot Projects
Assessment

Private Space

Shared Vision

Approval

Action Plans

Policy Goals
Urban Design

3

Identiﬁcation of
Stakeholders

Transparent
Communication

Stakeholder
Expectations

Public Display
& Debate

Full planning process
1 UN-Habitat Planning support
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Evaluation
Management
Support

Acquisition
of Funding

Detailed Plans

Public Space

Scenarios

Implementation

2 Municipal Planning

3 Public Participation

Review

Public Display
& Debate

Ordinances

Community-based
Development

cific challenges and explore possible
ways of addressing these. It employs
general principles and supporting case
studies linked and contextualised to
the challenges of the host cities.

TOOL 2: Appendix

disCUssion note 1

URBAN EXTENSION

URBAN PLANNING

Urban Planning for
growing Cities: key tools for
sUstainable Urban develoPment
UN-Habitat supports countries to develop urban planning methods and systems to
address current urbanization challenges such as population growth, urban sprawl,
poverty, inequality, pollution, congestion, as well as urban biodiversity, mobility
and energy.

PLANNING PARAMETERS

Population Growth and Urban Transformation
Urban growth in the past 30 years
has largely resulted in crowded slums
and sprawling settlements in the
urban fringe. Urban land has grown
much faster than urban population
and cities are consuming more and
more space to accommodate new
development. This has resulted in
less dense and more inefficient land
use patterns without a viable spatial
structure due to lack of adequate
planning.

Pressure on land also results in
increased prices and consequent
occupation of marginal areas by
slums, or leapfrogging development
with urban sprawl. As a result, living
conditions deteriorate and low
density makes it costly and inefficient
to provide services and infrastructure.
The overall efficiency of settlements
is reduced and city development
hindered.

Figure 1: Percentage of world urban population growth
by size of urban agglomeration 2010-2020

In the future, urban population will
continue to grow, particularly in
Africa and Asia; most of this growth
will be in small and intermediate
cities of less than 1 million
inhabitants (see Figure 1).

Floor Area Ratio (FAR)

5 Guided Urban Expansion
Strategies

Global Public Space Toolkit
From Global Principles to
Local Policies and Practice

20m

10 million or more
5 to10 million
1 to 5 million
500,000 to 1 million
Fewer than 500,000

Peer-to-peer learning

Medellin, Colombia © UN-Habitat

exercises focus on participants’ spe-

1. Planned City Extension
2. Planned City Infill
3. Connectivity and Public Spaces
4. City Region Planning and Poles
Development
5. New Towns

25m
240m
100m

Floor Area

Floor Area = 2x[4x(100x25)] = 20.000 m²

FAR

=

=

Plot Area

Analysis of Historical Examples
of City Extensions, their physical and
regulatory features and mechanisms of
development used
An overview of issues and good outcomes in real world examples
following UN-Habitat’s new perspective
Barcelona, August 2013

2

Plot Area = 100x100 = 10.000 m²

1
Source: UN-Habitat 2011, Global Report on Human Settlements: Cities and Climate Change

Peer-to-peer learning allows planners

their experiences as practitioners.
The participation of leaders and city
planning professionals with similar

URBAN EXTENSION

RAPID CALCULATION OF TOTAL AREA
NEEDED FOR EXTENSION AREAS

A new strAtegy of
sustAinAble neighbourhood
plAnning: five principles
UN-Habitat supports countries to develop urban
planning methods and systems to address current
urbanization challenges such as population growth,
urban sprawl, poverty, inequality, pollution,
congestion, as well as urban biodiversity, urban
mobility and energy.
In recent decades, the landscape of
cities has changed significantly because
of rapid urban population growth. A
major feature of fast growing cities
is urban sprawl, which drives the
occupation of large areas of land and is
usually accompanied by many serious
problems including inefficient land use,
high car dependency, low density and
high segregation of uses. Coupled with
land use speculation, current models of
city growth result in fragmented and
inefficient urban space where urban
advantage and city concept are lost.

Cities of the future should build a
different type of urban structure and
space, where city life thrives and the
most common problems of current
urbanization are addressed. UN-Habitat
proposes an approach that summarizes
and refines existing sustainable urban
planning theories to help build a new
and sustainable relationship between
urban dwellers and urban space, and to
increase the value of urban land. This
approach is based on 5 principles that
support the 3 key features of sustainable
neighbourhoods and cities: compact,
integrated, connected.

the five principles Are:
1. Adequate space for streets and an
efficient street network. The street
network should occupy at least 30 per cent of
the land and at least 18 km of street length
per km².
2. high density. At least 15,000 people per
km², that is 150 people/ha or 61 people/acre.
3. Mixed land-use. At least 40 per cent of floor
space should be allocated for economic use in
any neighbourhood.
4. social mix. The availability of houses in
different price ranges and tenures in any given
neighbourhood to accommodate different
incomes; 20 to 50 per cent of the residential
floor area should be for low cost housing; and
each tenure type should be not more than 50
per cent of the total.
5. limited land-use specialization. This is to
limit single function blocks or neighbourhoods;
single function blocks should cover less than
10 per cent of any neighbourhood.

HigH density urban growtH vs. urban sprawl

challenges, opportunities and potentials establishes relations of professional exchange and strengthens ur-

National strategy plan, The Netherlands

together to reflect on, and exchange,

TOOL 2

discussion note 3

URBAN PLANNING

Vuosaari, Finland

and urban decision-makers to come

The amount of land needed for an urban extension depends on several variables including annual population growth rate,
the density (or maximum buildability) which will be achieved, the size of family and the size of average dwelling. Here
below is presented as a simplified tool (7 steps) to estimate the area needed for a planned city extension. The inputs for
such calculation will vary from city to city and will have to be determined locally.
Data Needed:

Input Variables:

current population of municipality

size of residential unit = 80 m²

annual projected population growth rate (%)

1km2 = 100ha = 1,000,000m2

residential space = 50%

timeframe (years)

public space = 50%

housing backlog (units)

FAR = 2 (gross)

average family size

Step 1: Calculation of Projected Population Growth
current population x (1+ annual growth rate)years = projected population
projected population - current population = population growth

In the first step the projected additional
population within a timeframe of 30 years
is calculated.

Example:

Current population of
municipality

100,000 people

URBAN PATTERNS

100,000 x (1 + 0.05)30 = 432,194 people

Annual projected population growth rate

5%

Planning for Rapid Urbanisation

432,194 -100,000 = 332,194 people

timeframe

30

TAXONOMY OF PLANS

Step 2: Calculation of Number of Needed Residential Units

Planning for Rapid Urbanisation

population growth
+ housing backlog = needed residential units
family size

In the second step the amount of new
residents is converted into residential units
by taking family size and already existing
housing backlog into consideration.

Example:

housing backlog

1000 units

332,194 + 1,000 = 67,439
5

average family size

5

NOVEMBER 2016 – VERSION 1.0

Step 3: Calculation of Residential Development (Built-up surface)
needed residential units x residential unit size = residential development

A compact city. Paris, France
© Flickr/Evan Gray

Urban sprawl. Uberlandia, Brazil
© UN-Habitat/Alessandro Scotti

Example:

Outline
The third step explains how the area
needed for new residential development
is calculated from multiplying the number
of needed residential units with the
estimated residential unit size of 80 m² for
a household of 5 people.
residential unit size

This tool of the rapid planning tools series showcases 12 basic
urban typologies of residential and mixed areas. It displays
building types, plot sizes, public space and street-scapes
ranging from low to high density. The selected 12 typologies
are easily distinguishable from one another and frequently
appear in different parts of the world. Each type is illustrated
by orthophotos and street views of real world examples.
Quantitative figures and indicators from urban planning give
an assessment of the typologies and allow for comparisons.

80 m²

67,439 x 80 m² = 5,395,104 m²
1

The combination of quantitative assessment and qualitative
descriptions and examples allow to discuss the relation of
legislative norms and the resulting spatial form. The tool
helps in understanding intertwined urban factors on a urban
neighborhood scale like FAR in relation to plot size or value
of public space. Select examples from western countries as
well as from the global south ensure a diversified approach
to the topic. The selected typlogies focus on development
patterns common today and in the recent past.

Outline

October 2016 – VERSION 1.4

This document features a non-comprehensive, comparative
collection of spatial plans. It is intended as a go-to reference
for municipal planning departments when preparing plans fit
for purpose at various scales.

Plan examples are drawn from a subset of countries with
long-standing planning tradition - the Netherlands, Italy

and Catalonia - as well as from some of UN-Habitat’s
ASUD programme countries - Colombia, Egypt and the
Philippines. They include institutionally ratified plans as

well as plans produced by private planning consultants. Plan
examples are categorised along four dimensions - scale level,

legality, spectrum and specificity. In the first part of the

document, conclusions are drawn on scale levels. The second
part provides each plan with greater spatial, legislative and

financial context. Due to differences in country size and legal
framework, not every planning system features the same set
of plans. Yet, there are certain characteristics all planning
systems and plan sets have in common. It is these, which
we wish to draw attention to. For greater depth on the legal
requirements for each type of plan, see the Planning for Rapid
Urbanisation: Hierarchies of Plans document.

Workshop resource materials

ban development capacity. Moreover, it
contributes to a culture of mutual sup-

and the dissemination of brochures

case studies and guiding questions

port based on needs and challenges.

outlining UN-Habitat’s approach and

accompany the presentations. In ad-

principles.

dition, participants are involved in in-

Components and Materials

During the workshop, input presenta-

teractive group exercises and plenary

The RPS process begins prior to the

tions by facilitators describe principles

discussions.

workshop with the development of city

and case studies. Handouts outlin-

profiles by participant municipalities

ing the main concept ‘take-aways’,

0. Preparation

1. Introduction

2. Analysis

3. Scenarios

Economy/Finance

Planning/Design

Legislation

Integrated Exercise

Group Discussion

Guided data

Guided data

Guided data

-

City profiles

collection

collection

collection

LED, role of local

5 principles, UNH

Urban legal

-

Expectations and

authorities

priorities, vision

framework

Local Government

Rapid planning

LAF feedback

Analysis

Exercise discussion

Finance, LED

method, mapping

Phasing, investment,

Scales, density, FAR

Land use, tenure, land

Scenarios

Exercise discussion

Public space

Exercise discussion

Private space

Exercise discussion

costing, cost recovery

4. Public space

challenges

value sharing

Leveraging economic

Urban patterns, ser-

Adequate quan-

activity, CBOs

vices, connectivity

tity, quality and
distribution

5. Private space

Infrastructure cost

Plotting, typologies

Public plan vs. private
implementation

6. Urban Design

Infrastructure costs,

Street sections, walls,

Setbacks, permeable

commercial ground

facades, mixed-use

facades, mixed-use

What are the pri-

Next steps to take to

What are the main

mary issues vs. initial

kickstart a sustain-

legal obstacles and

challenges

able planning process

how to overpass them

Feedback & challenges to implementation
Urban design
Exercise discussion

floors
7. Wrap up

Overview over workshop components
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Planning for Rapid Growth

Planning for Rapid Urbanisation: Rapid Planning Tools and Manual
The United Nations Human Settlements Programme (UN-Habitat) launched a series of global initiatives to help its national
partners to cope with rapid urbanisation and to maximise the benefits that come with it, emphasizing that cities must be
planned at scale and in advance to succeed in assuming their role as engines of the national economy. Mozambique along
with the Philippines, Rwanda, Colombia and Egypt are the five priority countries of the ASUD (Achieving Sustainable Urban
Development) programme.
The selected countries face similar urban challenges: Limited budgets and capacity constraints in managing and coordinating strategic urban projects, but political will to develop in a more sustainable way using urban planning as entry point.
The programme focuses on intermediary cities (secondary cities, market towns), which were selected by the national governments as strategic to the country’s development.
UN-HABITAT supported the local governments of the municipalities with technical assistance, capacity building, and project
coordination. The aim was to develop plans for city extensions and to support local governments during the implementation
process.
Thomas of TSPA coordinated the normative and urban planning components of the ASUD programme and the projects in
Mozambique, Rwanda, and the Philippines.

ASUD initiative - global overview

128

Nampula (Alessandro Scotti, 2013)
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Nacala Corridor

Urban spatial development and Capacity building for the municipalities along the corridor Nacala–Nampula-Tete in
Northern Mozambique
Team

Thomas Stellmach for UN-Habitat

Mozambique is currently experiencing its peak of urban

Date

2013–16

growth and the respecitve challenges – more than 70% of

Type

Consultancy

the urban population lives in informal neighbourhoods. The

Client

UN–Habitat in cooperation with the

ASUD programme focuses on the Nacala Corridor, which links

National Government

the Bay of Nacala, through the city of Nampula, to the coal

Location

Mozambique

districts in the Tete Province, and further with Malawi and

Theme

Shared Knowledge

Zambia. The main cities along the corridor experience un-

Status

Completed

precedented pressure, growing informality and heightened
environmental risk. Therefore, the programme addressed
the urban and regional planning gap to allow a sustainable
spatial development within the Nacala corridor by promoting linkages between functional territories and administrative units, and introducing planning instruments for territorial development and city extension dynamics.
In addition to creation of urban plans and design, the outcomes included related policy and land aspects, as well as
planning of main infrastructure and services for preventing
the formation of new slums, and upgrading existing ones.

TETE
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NAMPULA
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MOZAMBIQUE
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0

100
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m
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A series of participatory workshops were
undertaken with the purpose of bringing
local governments, stakeholders and civil
society together. During the workshops a
common vision of challenges and opportunities that the three cities share was
developed, and adequate plans, priorities
and action plans werde developed. Each
workshop focused on a specific aspect:
City Development Strategy
Structural Urban Plan
Urban

Resilience,

Disaster

Risk

and

Participatory Risk Mapping
Rapid Planning Studio for City Extensions
Based on the workshop results and ASUD
programme, the Nampula City Development
Strategy Framework was developed in 2016.
It contains a collection of analysis, ideas
and a set of development principles that
was agreed upon by the municipal assembly
and that is developed and endorsed in close
collaboration with the municipality’s political and technical leadership (see following
pages).
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Nampula Structural Plan

Expansion along the outer ring of City

New settlement clusters
134

Urban development structure

Planning the industry park at the gate of city

Mobility: Towards a well-connected grid

Adequate density: Improve land utilization, and
service functions, and guide the other blocks’
high-density development.
Shading: The density adjusted by increasing
the number of floors of the tower. All public
open space should be protected in the summer
solstice (southern hemisphere) noon shadow
area of not more than 50%.

Merging valuable sites: Consolidate building

Floor potential: Residential buildings to be

Light protection: High buildings to be arranged

blocks at the intersection of the main streets to

developed up to 7 floors without elevators with

along streets for optimum sunlight and shade

facilitate higher density developments.

special permits in urban areas.

provision.
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Resilient Cities Philippines - Tacloban

Strategic input to the comprehensive land use plan (CLUP) and development strategy for safe and resilient urban
expansion after Typhoon Haiyan
Team

Thomas Stellmach for UN-Habitat

The urban population of the Philippines accounts for 49% of

Date

2013–16

the total population. By 2050 an estimated 84% of Filipinos

Type

Consultancy

will be living in urban areas.

Client

UN–Habitat in cooperation with the

The three-year ASUD programme aims to strengthen the

Philippine National & Municipal

capacities of national government agencies and cities in

Governments. Tacloban in cooperation

the Philippines by demonstrating innovative approaches

with the Creative Industries Fund NL and

in achieving sustainable urban development. It was imple-

contributions by Rademacher & De Vries,

mented in three pilot cities: Iloilo, Silay and Cagayan de Oro,

Krill, Studio Maks, and Mars Architects

selected together with the key national government part-

Location

The Philippines

ners. Later, Tacloban was included as part of a cooperation

Theme

Resilient Evironments, Implementation

with the Dutch government.

Status

Completed

Strategies

TACLOBAN
CAGAYAN DE ORO
SILAY
ILOILO

1 485 000

824 000
602 000
424 600
236 000
128 700
2010
136

2020

2030

2040

2046

SAFE

CLEAR

CONNECTED

Cagayan de Oro (Alessandro Scotti, 2013, creative industries NL team 2016)
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SAFE

CLEAR

CONNECTED

Landslides

River
Flooding

Earthquake
Liquifaction

Coastal Flooding
Tsunami

City

0

0,5

1

3
km

Coastal < + 5m
Main Streams
Coastal & River Flooding
Slope > 15%
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Tacloban waterfront
(Creative Industries Fund NL
team: Rademacher & De Vries,
Krill, Studio Maks, Mars Architects,
2016)

Cagayan de Oro (Alessandro Scotti, 2013)
Lapasan informal settlement bordering new residential compound by Filinvest developers. Billboards advertising the One Oasis gated community

Selected extension area

Existing road network

Development scenario 1 - desired

Existing context of a selected area

Proposed development of a road network

Development scenario 2
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Achieving Sustainable Urban Development in Rwanda

Capacity building workshops and development of city-wide plans for the cities of Rubavu, Nyagatare, and Muzanze
Team

Thomas Stellmach for UN-Habitat

The development of cities in Rwanda is very recent and the

Date

2013–16

urbanisation rate stands at around 19% in 2016. Almost half

Type

Consultancy

of the urban population is concentrated in Kigali, the capital

Client

UN–Habitat in cooperation with the

city, with about 1.1 million inhabitants. The annual growth

National Government

rate of the urban population of 4.5% far exceeds the world-

Location

Rubavu, Nyagatare, Musanze in Rwanda

wide average of 1.8%.

Theme

Resilient Evironments, Shared Knowledge

The main focus of ASUD programme in Rwanda is on the

Status

Completed

development of a National Urbanisation Policy (NUP) and
Planned City Extensions (PCE). An international team of experts worked closely with local planners and municipalities
in an integrated and participative process on the development of city extensions for the Rubavu and Nyagatere - both
intermediary cities with strategic importance to regional and
national development.

Rwanda’s network of cities
140

141

Rubavu - planned city extension

Urban development phasing
2015 - 2020
2015-2020

2020- 2025
2020-2025

2025 - 2030
2025-2030

2030 - 2045
2030-2045

Connectivity of urban development areas
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TOD (Transit oriented development) growth clusters

Green linkages with surrounding landscape

Border crossing between Goma and Rubavu

RPS (Rapid Planning Studio) in Rubavu.

RPS (Rapid Planning Studio) in Rubavu.
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Workshop results Nyagatare

Existing natural featrues and legal boundaries

Proposed development

144

Proposed road network

Proposed development patterns

Selection of growth areas

Urban development phasing

Nyangatare

Nyangatare - city development proposal
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Building Climate Resilience through Urban Planning and Designs

Urban resiliency plan development for five municipalities in The Philippines and a national guidebook for climateresilient urban development
Team

Thomas Stellmach, Alessandra

The “Building Climate Resiliency through Urban Plans and

Sammartino, Filippo Imberti, Aurelija

Designs” project supports the Philippine government in im-

Matulevičiūtė, Natalia Pérez Bobadilla

proving policies, regulations, and capacities, to adapt to cli-

2017-20

mate change through the promotion of climate-responsive

Type

Consultancy

sustainable urban development. TSPA provided consultancy

Client

UN–Habitat in cooperation with the

in the fields of Urban Planning, Urban Policies and Urban

National Government

Design, from the national to the urban and local scales. On

Location

The Philippines

the national level - together with partners agencies, UN ex-

Theme

Resilient Environments, Shared

perts and local municipalities - a National Guide on Climate

Knowledge

Resilient Urban Plans and Designs has been developed, as

Status

In progress

a reference for practitioners, communities, and institutions

Date

working on local planning and development.
Within the program, local urban design solutions for climate change adaptation in the five pilot cities (Ormoc,
Tagum, Cagayan de Oro, Legazpi and Angeles) were defined.
Parallelly, the capacities of the partnering municipalities and
national partners have been increased, in particular regarding achieving climate change adaptation targets by locally
implementing climate change adaptation projects. The pilot
projects of a local (neighbourhood) scale, were defined in a
collaborative process, guided by CLUPs (Comprehensive Land
Use Plan) and CDRA (Climate and Disaster Risk Assessment)
in five partner cities.

Cagayan de Oro - Elevation and Human Settlements
146

Technical workshops - Tagaum city

Technical workshops - Legazpi city

Technical workshops - Ormoc city

Tagum - Climate Change Adaptation Plan

147

Tagum Citywalk - Preliminar Sketch

Tagum Citywalk - Strategy for Magugpo Poblacion and Magugpo South

148

HIGH RISK

LOW RISK
MEDIUM RISK

LOW RISK

MEDIUM RISK

LOW RISK
VERY LOW RISK

Ormoc - Flooding Risk, Barangay Canadieng

Ormoc - Barangay Canadieng

Ormoc - Strategy for Barangay Canadieng
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Cagayan de Oro - Strategy for Barangay Divisoria
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Impulse.berlin

Together instead of against each other
Team

Thomas Stellmach, Rocio Armillas Tiseyra, Lucas

Impulse.berlin aims to create an ecosystem where urban actors have

Bartholl, Akezhan Yegizov, Luisa Gabriel

the time and space to think and create the good city.

Collaborators

Robert Eysolt, Christian Huder, Yegor Korobeynikov,

The mission of impulse.berlin is to establish an urban innovation

Jochen Rabe, Daniela Riedel, Jeremias Loock

platform. It aims to bring together urban actors from civil society,

Date

2018

urban economy, and politics—offering an alternative to the stark po-

Type

Urban innovation platform

sitions of top-down vs. bottom-up in city making: together, instead

Location

Berlin

of against each other.

Theme

Shared Knowledge, Cities for everyone

Impulse.berlin proposes a means of levelling out the urban market;

Status

In progress

so that multifarious actors are able to communicate with each other.
It goes without saying, end user-driven innovation increases opportunities for a broader range of people to become directly involved
in all stages of social action and innovation, thus enhancing cocreation while boosting equal opportunities, and promoting social
integration. Enabling actors with additional perspectives, viewpoints,
and skills will increase the scope and quality of innovation along
both technological and social axes; leading to a greater impact on
shaping the commons.
We consider three elements necessary for concrete implementation:
incubator, urban lab, and a public discourse.
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The Street: Live!

Reinventing transport infrastructures as hybrid, socio-economic elements in the Netherlands
Team

Ali Saad, Thomas Stellmach, M. Lòpez

As co-curator and invited artist of the international art fes-

Marcos, J. Claus for Uberbau

tival De Wereld van Witte de With Festival 2012 we reached a

Collaborators

Lukas Feireiss (main curator), raumlabor

new visitor record made of 35 000 - 40 000 visitors over the

Berlin, Studio Spass, Matthias Hübner

three-day festival by making four key contributions:

Date

2012

- A street exhibition on the development of Western streets,

Type

Research Project

in general, and on Rotterdam’s Witte de Withstraat in

Client

Stichting With

particular;

Location

Rotterdam, NL

- The organisation and execution of so-called “Street Talks”,

Theme

Cities for Everyone

a lecture format that invited internationally acclaimed ex-

Status

Completed

perts to discuss problems and potentials of contemporary
streets from different angles directly on the street;
- A two-day workshop entitled “The Missing Street”, that developed visions of cities where streets were missing;
- A publication that was “live published” during the workshop
and that includes its results, input lectures and discussions.

Workshop magazine

History of Witte de With street
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Speaker’s corner

Street exhibition

Workshop magazine

Street exhibition
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Street Life

Reinventing transport infrastructures as hybrid, socioeconomic elements in the Netherlands
Team

Ali Saad, Thomas Stellmach, F. Boudon, D.
Ronald, Á. Gómez-Sellés, C. Johnston, A.
Manou, M. Torres Ruiz for Uberbau

Consultants

Henk Tromp (Goudappel Coffeng–
Transport), Rients Dijkstra (maxwan Urban
Planning), Wouter Vanstiphout (Crimson

Transformation on a local scale: Streets that connect neighbourhoods

Architectural and Urban History & Theory)

instead of separating them

Date

2010-11

Type

Research grant

Client

Netherlands Architecture Fund

Location

Various sites, Netherlands

Theme

City for Everyone

Status

Completed

Transformations on territorial scale: From a hierarchical tree structure to a
network based system

Multifunctional shelter

Kiosk
Playground

Flexible street furniture

Shared electric car
Multiuse surface

Case Almere: Shared surface and multifunctional neighbourhood centre
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Shared bike station

The Netherlands is the country with the 3rd densest roads network in the world and the most dense motorway network in
the European Union. Considering this massive amount of road infrastructure within populated areas and urban settings it is
surprising that little of it relates to its immediate context. Homogenous boulevards, isolated highways and wide thoroughfares with excessive offsets cut through the city with little relation to neighbourhoods, landscapes, city centres, industrial
areas and suburbs, separating and isolating them from each other.
Historically functioning as hybrid open spaces – spaces that simultaneously stimulate social and economic interaction
for a mix of various urban actors – the welfare state with its promise of “total care”, top-down planning, the separation of
functions and an increasing mobility demand went on cost of their hybrid nature resulting in mostly monofunctional roads,
designed to accommodate mainly mobility.
The project acts on roads as the spatial interfaces between different urban fragments. It develops hybrid typologies between
them and imagines collaborative projects that bring their citizens in interaction to accommodate their manifold socioeconomic needs. In the current context of a predominant “urbanism of neglect” – that mostly focuses on high investment
areas – we see a potential in transforming roads into hybrid, socio-economic infrastructures to trigger participation and
interaction of broader parts of society. The project argues that this shift of the citizen from a consumer of urban amenities
– a habit that was mostly cultivated by the welfare state – to an active participant in urban development reacts much better
to the needs of Dutch civil society.

Case Amsterdam, Einsteinweg, A10: Section current state

Case Amsterdam, Einsteinweg, A10: Section current state

Case Amsterdam, Einsteinweg, A10: current state, derelict underpass

Case Amsterdam, Einsteinweg, A10: Hamam and shopping centre beneath the
highway
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Sketch wall

Backyard connection

Trees dominate over cars
Flexible street furniture
Shared electric cars

Multiuse surface
Neighbourhood market

Shared bike station

Case Rotterdam, Afrikaanerwijk: Acupunctural transformations bring the street to life
160

Kiosk

Case Rotterdam, Coolsingel: Multifunctional continuous surface

Case Almere: Section current state

Case Almere: Section of neighbourhood centre

Case Almere: Map current state

Case Almere: Neighbourhood centre and hybrid surface
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Time line of the development of local and regional streets in the context of social, political, economic and technological developments
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Red October: Discovery of an Island

Rehabilitation strategy for Bolotny Island in the centre of Moscow.
Team

Thomas Stellmach and Vedran Mimica

The former chocolate factory “Red October” is a unique en-

with Davide Sacconi, Maria Giudici

semble of red-brick factory buildings from the 19th century

and students of the Strelka Institute

positioned directly opposite the Kremlin. At the time the

(Daria Bychkova, Olga Khokhlova, Daria

strategy was worked out, an interesting urban mix of cul-

Klochkova, Alexei Kolesov, Valeria

tural and leisure activities emerged, but at the same time

Krysenko, Alina Kvirkveliya, Marko Mihic-

immense development pressure on the island was taking

Jeftic, Ana Leshchinsky, Eric Oskey, Tatyana

place. Thus, the island — most central but disconnected —

Pissareva, Pavel Rueda, Anna Shevchenko,

was heavily disputed ground for future developments.

Alexandra Skitiova, Gleb Vitkov, Alexander

Is it possible to create a plan which lets the emergent urban

Zaltsman)

mix withstand this pressure?

Date

2010

The proposed plan features four different character areas:

Type

Research & Design Studio

North Side — a mixed-use residential development, Central

Client

Berlage Institute & Strelka Institute

Zone — with the building of the Strelka Institute and the Red

Location

Moscow, Russia

October Cultural Centre, East Side — with intimate housing

Theme

Liveable Neighbourhoods

and the public tip of the island featuring panoramic views

Surface

9.5 ha

to the river. The area is car-free the on ground level with an

Status

Completed

articulate system of pedestrian paths and squares, starting
from the bridge towards the tip of the island and the north
side. Green areas dominate the residential waterfront along
the east bank. While the distribution of the program (housing, studios and offices, culture, as well as some retail and
leisure) avoids any strict zoning, functions are clustered according to existing uses, orientation and accessibility.

Built mass

Section and programme
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Green Spaces

Strelka: New connection and public space at the tip of the island

Urban living

Private water views and public promenade

View from Moskva river

Distribution of functions
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Creative Beijing

Urbanism studio, development strategy and masterplan for a 21 ha site in West Beijing
Team

Thomas Stellmach, Rients Dijkstra, Brian

Post-Olympic Beijing is reorienting itself to the 21st century.

Chang, Chen Rongqin with students of the

The traditional model of single-centre metropolis is less and

Berlage Institute (Ivan Nasution, Raquel

less capable of dealing with new changes in economy, de-

Drummond, Davide Sacconi, Taiwan Kim,

mography, climate and politics. To adapt to these changes,

Hyun Soo Kim, Yuichi Watanabe, Magnus

Beijing needs to create more centres. A culture and creative

Jørgensen) and the Tsinghua University

industry is one force that generates such centres.

2009-10

“Creative Beijing” tries to reverse the trend of monofunc-

Type

Research & Design Studio

tional large-scale developments. The underlying idea of

Client

Berlage Institute and Tsinghua University

“Creative Beijing” is to incubate a new culture centre in West

Location

Beijing, China

Beijing, at a location traditionally occupied by residential ar-

Theme

Liveable Neighbourghoods

eas. Focusing on a culture and creative industry, the project

Surface

21 ha

advocates fine-grained mixed-use structures rather than

Status

Completed

simply residential ones. It takes the creation of streets and

Date

public spaces as the priority.
The project may be regarded as a critique on the Modernists’
approach based on functional zoning and infrastructure
grid, which has dominated Chinese urban development for
so long.

Creative cluster in western Beijing
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Detail of residential structure

The central green axis
3

10

20m
3

10

20m

3

10

20m

Access, courtyards, living units

Work and play

Theatre district
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Skill Bill — Beyond Mixed Use

Strategies beyond mixed use for a post-industrial neighbourhood in Rotterdam
Team

Thomas Stellmach and Rients Dijkstra

We have been wishing for the possibility of mixed-use struc-

with students of the Berlage Institute

tures for so long. Mixed-use has always had romantic visions

(Juan Carlos Aristizabal, Na An, Chien-Ting

of community and communality adhering to it. This roman-

Chen, Chun-Yu Hsu, Yu-Chun Liu, Sarah

tic vision has not been shared by developers or investors.

Nichols, Chao Yue, Zhouer Wang)

Mixed-use raises concerns over the efficiency of a develop-

Date

2009-10

ment plan; mixed-use is messy and uncontrollable; mixed-

Type

Research & Design Studio

use conjures up maintenance issues; mixed-use is hard to

Client

Berlage Institute

advertise or sell; mixed-use does not allow for easy catego-

Location

Rotterdam, Netherlands

rization. But sometimes, ideas that have been hopelessly

Theme

Liveable Neighbourhoods

outdated during one decade, come to life during the next.

Surface

20 000 m

All that is needed is a new ideal, resulting from the shifting

Status

Completed

2

parameters of the global economy.
Rotterdam has its Skill City, now we will give it Skill Bill
short for skill-building. It is a building that presents itself
to the people of Rotterdam, that has a front door opening
out onto residential territory, that is well connected to bigger infrastructure and not isolated by it. It is a building that
houses both, production and management, that welcomes
huge trailers and people on foot, that is open to staff and
neighbours alike. It offers training facilities, child care, a
youth program or any other combination of uses that make
it mixed and connected like no other building before.

Factory floor

Meet, work, manufacture
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The skill building, maximum openness
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Plan ground floor
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Professional visit to TSPA, Berlin, DE 2020

EGM Urban Labs, Barcelona, 2016

CANactions workshop, Kiev, Ukraine, 2015
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Workshops on Planning Cities Extensions, Mozambique, 2015

CONFERENCES & LECTURES

Impulse Berlin. 2018. Make City conference aims to bring

Kenya Municipal Plans Review. 2015. Support to the

together urban actors from civil society, urban economy,

Sustainable Urban Development Sector in Kenya as a part of

and politics—offering an alternative to the stark positions of

UN-Habitat team, KE.

top-down vs bottom-up in city making: together, instead of
against each other. Berlin, DE

Rapid integrated spatial planning studio. 2015. Facilitation
of a workshop for city leaders organized by the UN-Habitat

Barcelona EGM. 2016. Experts Group Meeting on URBAN

in Kogi state, NG.

LABS: “A tool for integrated and participative urban plan-

An Ocean of Sharks. 2015. A lecture on housing and city

ning”, organized by the UN-Habitat in Barcelona, ES.

planning at the Syracuse University in London, UK.

Tacloban Urban Lab. 2016. Design workshop was a part of

Sustainable Planning Studio. 2015. Training for mayors and

one year series to support local governments through the

city leaders in Adama, Ethiopia, organized by the UNDP, ET.

Urban Planning and Design Labs organized by the Dutch
Cretive Industries Fund and UN-Habitat.

Urban Planning for City Leaders. 2014. Supporting training
sessions for city leaders in Diani, KE.

Barcelona EGM. 2015. Experts Group Meeting on “Legal
Frameworks for Urban Development” in Barcelona, ES.

Territorial Planning. 2014. Workshop on territorial planning
for Nacala, Mozambique organized by the UN-Habitat and

The Passenger City. 2015. Workshop during the International

Maputo University, MZ.

Design Week at the University of Applied Sciences in
Augsburg, DE.

Rapid Planning Studio. 2014. Supporting sustainable urban
planning in Kenya as a part of Kenya Municipal Programme

Reality Bites. 2015. Lecture at the International Design Week

(KMP) and UN-Habitat training for city leaders, KE.

at the University of Applied Sciences in Augsburg, DE.
Urban Planning for City Leaders. 2014. Workshops and lecIntegrated Urban Management in Practice. 2015. Workshop

tures on planning organized by the CITYNET and UN-Habitat

hosted by the BMBF Research and Development Project

in Kuala Lumpur, MY.

“Rapid Planning“ and the GIZ Sector Project “Sustainable
Development of Metropolitan Regions“ at Frankfurt University

City Changers. 2014. A lecture on Sustainable Urban

of Applied Sciences as part of a UN-Habitat delegation.

Development – A Planning Perspective from City-wide
Development Strategies to urban Acupuncture at German

CANactions. 2015. Studio at Kiev’s CANactions School for

Development Institute in Bonn, DE.

Urban Studies in Kiev, UA.
City Changers. 2014. A lecture on Sustainable Urban
UrbanFest. 2015. Part of the panel “Urban planning interna-

Development – A Planning Perspective from City-wide

tional experiences applicable to Russia” and led the work-

Development Strategies to urban Acupuncture at the City

shop “International Urban Lab” in Izhevsk, Russia.

Forum 2014 in Yakutsk, RUS.
Reality Bites. 2014. IUSD Monday Lecture in Stuttgart, DE.
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Day of Architecture, Berlin, DE, 2019

City Scapes Aleppo, SY, 2009

Make City Impulse Berlin, Berlin DE, 2018

Make City Impulse Berlin, Berlin DE, 2018
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Netzwerkstadt Metropole Ruhr, Duisburg, DE, 2013

Public Space in the Arab Context. 2011. Workshop. ETSAB an der
Transforming Cities. 2014. Panel Moderation and lecture

Universitat Polytecnica de Catalunya (UPC) Barcelona, ES.

at the Cities & People International Conference 2014. Civic
Initiative, UCLG, Yakutsk, RUS.

3 Territories. 2011. Strelka Institute, Moscow, RU.
Aleppo City Vision. 2011. MOD Institute, Berlin, DE.

Planning Processes in Different Cultural Settings. 2014.
Lecture. University of Stuttgart, DE.

3 Questions. Rathaus Nizhny Novgorod, RU.

Contemporary City Planning: Region <-> Urban <-> Local.

Urban Cookbook. 2011. HIgher School of Economics, Moskau, RU.

2014. International Forum of Urban Teams, Izhevsk, RU.
3 Cities. 2010, Trondheim University, NO.
Urban Transformation in Nilüfer. 2014. workshop on
“Developing an Urban Transformation Project”, Bursa, TK.

Aleppo Open City. 2010, Senatsverwaltung für Stadtentwicklung
Berlin, DE & PRIC Conference in Baghdad, IQ.

A New Face for Moscow Region. 2014. Supreme Council of the
Moscow Region, Dmitrov, RU.

Creative Beijing. 2010. Urban planning seminar with Rients Dijkstra
Berlage Institute, Rotterdam, NL and Tsinghua University Beijing,

Public Space in the Arab Domain. 2014. “Vitalize it”

CN.

International Winter School 2014, TU Berlin Campus, El
Gouna, EG.

Foaming at the Edge. 2010. Urban planning workshop with Lars
Lerup. Berlage Institute, Rotterdam, NL.

Eco Rhythms. 2013. Europan 12 Germany, Inception Event, DE.
Discovery of an Island. 2010. Urban planning workshop, Strelka
UN-Habitat mission to the Philippines. 2013. Series of work-

Institute Moskau, RU.

shops in the Philippines, Mozambique and Kenya.
Skill Bill. 2009. Achitectural studio with Rients Dijkstra, Berlage
The Missing Street. 2012. Workshop, International Art Festival

Institute, Rotterdam, NL.

De Wereld van Witte de With, Rotterdam, NL.
Bridging Troubled Waters. 2009. Urban planning studio with Rients
Street Life. 2012. International Art Festival De Wereld van

Dijkstra, Berlage Institute, Rotterdam, NL.

Witte de With 2012, Rotterdam, NL.
The Responsive City. 2008. Workshop, Bilge University, Istanbul, TK.
Aleppo Open City. 2012. City Debates Re-Conceptualizing
Boundaries, American University of Beirut, LB.

Reality Bites. 2008. Bilgi University, Istanbul, TK.

Capita Selecta: “Giant Steps: Urbanism Around the World”w.

Urban Cookbook. Recipes for Sustainable Urbanism. 2008.

2012. Academie von Bouwkunst in Amsterdam, NL.

Städtebau Seminar. Academie Voor Bouwkunst in Rotterdam, NL.

Island in the City. 2011. Workshop, Strelka Institute Moskau,

Breathe in – Breathe Out. Workshop, Timisoara, RO.

RU.
Cityscapes Lecture Series: Vancouver, Atlanta, Barcelona, Los
Angeles, NL-City. 2007-2008, Private University of Aleppo, SY.
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Street Life, Rotterdam 2012
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EXHIBITIONS

Berlin-Brandenburg

2070.

Landscape

of

Differences.

Exhibition of competition results. The Governing Major
of Berlin on behalf of AIV.

01.10.2020 - 03.01.2021.

Kronprinzenpalais, Berlin.
Berlin Central State Library. Exhibition of competition results, Federal State of Berlin. 04.02.-28.02.2014. Flughafen
Tempelhof.
Astana Expo 2017. Exhibition of competition results,
National Company Astana Expo 2017. 12 - 16 August 2013,
“Korme” Komplex, Astana, KZ.
Urban Integration Berlin Central State Library. Exhibition
of competition results, Federal State of Berlin. Flughafen
Tempelhof.
Planning for Growing Cities. Exhibition at the 23rd conference of the Governing Council of the UN Human Settlements
Programme, Nairobi, KE.
ZIL Pioneer. Moscow Urban Forum 2012, RU.
Street Life. International Art Festival De Wereld van Witte de
With, Rotterdam, 2012.
automat+ (with Claudia Dressler & Robert Ostmann).
Contribution to “Hier Entsteht!”, Volksbühne am RosaLuxemburg Platz, Berlin, 2001.
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GENERAL INFORMATION

Company Name and Seat

Professional Indemnity Insurance

TSPA (Thomas Stellmach Planning & Architecture), Berlin,

VHV Versicherungen, Nr. H 317-804662 FGF

Germany

Office Facilities

Company Type				
Freiberufliches Einzelunternehmen (sole proprietorship)

Year of foundation

130 m2 work space and conference room

IT
16 workstations

2014

1 server (4000 GB)

Owner

Mixed OS environment with Windows Vista and Mac OS 10.15

Dipl.-Ing. Architect Thomas Stellmach

Activity
Urban Planning, Urban Design, Urban Strategy, Architecture

Registration

4 ESRI licenses
1 Oculus VR Development Kit 2

Printing
1 A3/A4 Laserprinter/Scanner Minolta Bizhub C227
1 hp designjet 800 plotter

Berlin Chamber of Architects Thomas Stellmach: No. 13769

1 Brother P-Touch 2430 pc

German Tax Number

1 Canon scan lide 20

14/545/01348

International VAT Number
DE295396201

Bank Account			
BANK: Postbank
NAME: Thomas Stellmach Planung und Architektur
ACCOUNT: 852213101
BLZ: 10010010
BIC/SWIFT: PBNKDEFF
IBAN: DE68 1001 0010 0852 2131 01

1 Digital camera Sony CMOS DSC-R1

Communication
Internet via fibre 60Mbit symmetric
E-mail, fax, phone, VOIP, FTP and WebDav server

Team Size
10 persons consisting of:
1 partner
8 architects/urbanists
1 communications specialist

Postbank Hamburg
Überseering 22, DE-22297 Hamburg
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CONTACT

TSPA
www.tspa.eu
office@tspa.eu

Berlin
T +49 30 57 70 63 492
F +49 30 57 70 63 499
Lobeckstraße 30-35 / 306
10969 Berlin
Germany
Visitors: Metro U8 Moritzplatz
Aqua Carrée entrance Ritterstrasse 26
staircase B, 3rd floor, room 306
D-10969 Berlin
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